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This annual report provides an overview of research and development (R&D) activities at Naka

Fusion Research Establishment during the period from 1 April, 2004 to 31 March, 2005, including those

performed in collaboration with other research establishments of JAERI, research institutes, and

universities.

In the JT-60 research program, the pulse length of the tokamak discharge was extended successfully

up to 65 s in FY 2003.  In FY 2004, following the successful results, optimization of long pulse

discharges was continued in order to explore the boundaries of facility capabilities for the long pulse

operation. The pulse length of the negative-ion based neutral beam injection system has reached up to

25 s with an injection power of 1MW. In electron cyclotron wave system, the pulse length has also

extended up to 45 s with an RF power of 0.35 MW by using four gyrotrons in a series operation.

Sustainment of higher normalized β of βN >2.3 for 22.3 s, or βN >2.5 for 15.5 s has been achieved by

exploiting available plasma heating systems. This discharge exhibits not only the high βN, but also high

confinement improvement with the H factor of H89P=1.9-2.3 and high normalized fusion performance of

G≡H89PβN/q95
2 = 0.4-0.5 during the sustainment, where q95 is a safety factor at the edge. G∼0.4

corresponds to the fusion energy gain of Q=10 for the ITER standard scenario. The H-mode plasma with

H89p∼1.4 has been maintained for about 30 s, although degradation of the performance was observed at

the later half of the discharge. In the reversed shear plasmas, the operation regime was successfully

extended to the density higher than Greenwald density limit, while maintaining high confinement and

high radiation loss fraction by tailoring the internal transport barriers of the density and temperature.

Demonstration of neoclassical tearing mode stabilization and improvement of plasma performance in the

high beta region (βN~3) has been performed using local current drive by the second harmonic electron

cyclotron waves. In addition, a real-time control system of safety factor profile has been developed. This

system enables spatial control of driven current by adjusting the parallel refractive index of lower-hybrid

waves through the change of phase difference between multi-junction launcher modules.

The design of National Centralized Tokamak (NCT), which is the superconducting modification of

JT-60, progressed both in physics and engineering.  Machine has been designed to have a wide-range

capability of operation in aspect ratio and plasma shape. Engineering design of the main components of

superconducting toroidal and poloidal magnetic field coils, vacuum vessel, in-vessel components, and

cryostat has been performed to investigate the structure optimization from viewpoints of manufacturing

processes, operation and maintenance feasibility.

A series of the experimental programs on the JFT-2M were completed in FY 2003. In FY 2004,

experimental data on the Advanced Material Tokamak Experiment (AMTEX) using the reduced
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activation ferritic steel (F82H), high performance experiment, characteristics of SOL and divertor plasma

and compact toroid injection for fueling have been analyzed and evaluated.  Concerning the AMTEX,

analysis of high-β experiments with the Ferritic Inside Wall (FIW) facing close to the plasma have shown

a wall stabilization effect. By using an MHD equilibrium code, it has been confirmed that the plasma

with βN ∼3.5 is compatible with FIW.

In the theoretical and analytical researches, significant progress was made in the studies of transport

simulation of current hole plasma, role of low order rational q-values in the ITB events, the theory of

Alfven eigenmodes in tokamaks, current spike behavior of disruptive plasma, and stability of external
MHD modes.  In the project of numerical experiment of tokamak (NEXT), the studies of the structure

formations in toroidal electron temperature gradient driven turbulence, control of the zonal flow, and

formation of current hole also progressed.

   R&Ds of fusion reactor technologies have been carried out both to further improve technologies

necessary for ITER construction, and to accumulate technological database to assure the design of fusion

DEMO plants.  For the design optimization of ITER superconducting magnets, degradation of critical

current performances of the Nb3Sn conductors has been experimentally and numerically examined and a

new simulation model has been developed to predict degradation behavior in a large current

superconductor. For ITER Neutral Beam Injector, MeV-range accelerator R&D is being in progress and

the current density has been extended to 100 A/m2.  For the further pulse extension and power increase

of 170 GHz gyrotron, a built-in radiator at the mode converter has been optimized to improve the

efficiency of gyrotron output power and to reduce stray radiation, and pre-program controls of a cathode

heater power has been employed to stabilize the beam current and the output power.  In the R&Ds on

Plasma Facing Components, a screw tube has been developed as a possible option for the ITER divertor.

For the design of ITER Test Blanket Module (TBM), two candidates, namely Water Cooled Solid

Breeder TBM and Helium Cooled Solid Breeder TBM have been proposed, and elementary technology

R&Ds have been progressed for fabrication of the TBM, thermo-mechanical properties of the packed bed,

and irradiation technologies. An outline design of an electrochemical hydrogen pump has been carried

out as a candidate of the advanced Blanket Tritium Recovery system. Using DT neutrons, neutronics

integral experiments have been performed with a blanket mockup at FNS facility to predict the tritium

breeding ratio with an error less than 5%. As one of the most promising structural materials for the ITER

TBM and DEMO blankets, F82H has been investigated with its neutron irradiation effects using HFIR,

JMTR, and so on. In the IFMIF program, transitional activities have been continued.

In the ITER Program, along the work plan approved on June 2004 under the framework of the ITER

Transitional Arrangements, the Design and R&D Tasks have been carried out by the Participant Teams.

In FY 2004 JAERI has been in charge of fifty-five Design Tasks that make the implementation of

preparing the procurement documents for facilities and equipments that are scheduled to be ordered at an

early stage of ITER construction.  The site issues have been continuously discussed among the

delegations of six parties/area and through the bilateral negotiation between Japan and the EU based on a

viewpoint of “a broader approach” concept.

Finally, in the fusion reactor design studies, the conceptual design of the fusion DEMO plant which

is placed beyond ITER has progressed.  Three options with different capabilities of center solenoid (CS)

coil are studied.  Researches on the physics related to the ramp up CS-less reactor, and waste

management have progressed.

Keywords; JAERI, Fusion Research, JT-60, JFT-2M, Fusion Technology, ITER, Fusion Power

       Demonstration Plants, Fusion Reactor
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I.  JT-60 PROGRAM

Objectives of the JT-60 project are to contribute to

physics R&D of the International Thermonuclear

Experimental Reactor (ITER), and to establish the

physics basis for the steady state tokamak fusion

reactor.

   In the fiscal year of 2004, the reactor-relevant

performance progressed much with the collaboration

with the universities and institutes.

   This part is divided into the three chapters;

Experimental Results and Analyses (Chap.1),

Operation and Machine Improvements (Chap.2) and

Design Progress of the National Centralized Tokamak

Facility (Chap.3).

1.  Experimental Results and Analyses

1.1 Long Pulse Operation and Extended Plasma

Regimes

Following the successful results in the long pulse

experiments in FY2003, in order to explore the

boundaries in the long pulse operation capabilities of

the facility, optimization of long pulse discharges was

continued. Extension of the heating and current drive

pulses has contributed to the long pulse experiments.

The pulse length of N-NB has reached up to 25 s with

injection power of 1 MW. The ECRF pulse has reached

44.6 s. The input energy reached 15 MJ using four

Gyrotrons in series (44.6 s) or three Gyrotrons in

parallel (14.8 s). A grill mouth made of carbon was

newly placed at the LHRF launcher. Conditioning was

undergoing, with the maximum injection power

1.3 MW (about 60% of the previous value) and the

input energy of 16.3 MJ (before carbon mouth placed it

was 10.9 MJ).

1.1.1 Sustainment of High Normalized Beta Value βN

For economical fusion reactors, steady sustainment of

high βN is required, since fusion power density is

proportional to the square of βN. We reported, in

FY2003, that βN>1.9 was sustained for 24s and that the

current profile reached in steady state. In 2004, we

have achieved sustainment of much higher βN >2.3 for

22.3s, or βN >2.5 for 15.5s [1.1-1], exploiting available

P-NB, N-NB, and ECRF systems. Figure I.1.1-1 shows

waveforms of a high βp ELMy H-mode discharge

(E043903) at Ip=0.9MA and Bt=1.7T (q95=3.4) where

βN=2.5 was sustained for 15.5s. This discharge exhibits

not only the high βN, but also high confinement

improvement H89P=1.9-2.3 and high value of

G≡H89PβN/q95
2 = 0.4-0.5 during the sustainment. The

index G is a measure of the fusion gain [1.1-2]; G~0.4

corresponds to ITER standard scenario of Q=10.

Current and pressure profiles at initial phase were

optimized, adjusting NB deposition profile, in order to

avoid a neo-classical tearing mode (NTM) that limits

attainable βN. There was no significant electro-

magnetic instability (n=0-3) observed by saddle loops.

The current density profile reached a steady state (Fig.

I.1.1-1). In the discharge, the resistive diffusion time,

defined by τR=(1/12)µ0<σNC>a2, was 1.6s, therefore

the sustained period (15.5s) corresponds to 9.5τR. Here,

we used a formulation of τR by Mikkelsen [1.1-3]. In

Fig. I.1.1-1. Temporal evolutions of βN, injection power (P-NB, N-NB, EC), line averaged electron density, Da intensity, H-
factor, and HβN/q95

2. Sustained duration of βN=2.5 reached 15.5s, during which H89P and H89PβN/q95
2 were 1.9-2.3 and 0.4-0.5,

respectively. Contour plot of current density profile (each 0.1MA/m2 interval) evaluated using equilibrium reconstructions
with MSE is shown in the bottom, showing the current profile reached steady state.



the above equation, a is averaged minor radius and σNC

is the neoclassical conductivity. Although we intended

to increase particle exhaust rate by adjusting strike

points near the pumping slot at the divertor, the

intensity of the Dα emission continuously increased

(Fig. I.1.1-1) even without gas-puffing. The increased

recycling raised line averaged electron density

continuously from 1.6x1019m-3 to 2.1x1019m-3,

corresponding to Greenwald density fraction of 46%

and 58%, respectively. During t=7-20s, the electron

density increased by 22% and H89P degraded by 15%.

1.1.2 Long Pulse High Recycling H-mode

Research in JT-60U has been expanded to never-

explored-regime towards the steady-state operation

owing to extension of the pulse length to 65 s and NB

heating pulse length to 30 s [1.1-4]. In 30s-ELMy-

Hmode discharges, wall saturation, which is defined as

zero wall-pumping rate, or constant wall inventory, was

observed by particle balance analysis [1.1-5].

Figure I.1.1-2 shows waveforms of the 30s-ELMy

H-mode discharge in which the wall saturation was

observed. At a toroidal magnetic field of 2.6 T, the flat-

top of a plasma current ( 1.0 MA ) was maintained for

34 s and the divertor configuration was kept for 36 s.

The positive ion source based neutral beam (P-NB) was

injected for 30 s with a heating power of  7-12 MW

and the negative one for 25 s with 0.6 - 1.5 MW. The

line-averaged electron density was controlled at 66% of

the Greenwald density by the feedback control system

of a gas-puffing rate. As Figure I.1.1-2(d) shows, the

wall inventory, invoked from the following particle

balance equation,

€ 

ΓNB (t) + Γgas(t){ }dt0

t
∫ = Nplasma (t) + Γpump (t) + Γwall (t){ }dt0

t
∫

increases until t = 19 s. This increase means that the

wall-pumping was effective because particles

continued to be retained in the wall during the increase.

After t = 19 s, on the contrary, the wall inventory is

constant. Since the local particle-releasing and wall-

pumping cannot be investigated from the above particle

balance equation, this constant wall inventory does not

directly indicate that the inventory of all the tiles is

saturated but indicates that the wall neither pumps nor

releases particles on balance. The outer divertor tiles

are considered to release particles because of the

increase in the surface temperature as shown in Fig.

I.1.1-2(e) while other tiles with the surface temperature

still low are considered to continue pumping particles.

Hence, this situation is interpreted as net wall

saturation. This wall saturation was sustained until t =

28 s. Even under the condition of the wall saturation,

the ELMy H-mode plasma, indicated by the ELM

activity of Dα shown in Fig. I.1.1-2(f), with a constant

plasma effective charge ( Zeff~3 ) and a constant H-

factor ( H89PL~1.7 ) was sustained as shown in Fig.

I.1.1-2(g).

At t = 28 s, the outer divertor plasma detached,

resulting in an X-point MARFE. At this detachment,

the particle flux to the outer divertor tiles decreased,

and the wall inventory started to decrease as shown in

Fig. I.1.1-2 (d). From this observation, this decrease of

Fig. I.1.1-2 Waveforms of a long pulse, ELMy H-mode plasma.
(a) the plasma current ( Ip ), the line-averaged electron density ( <
ne > ), (b) the positive and the negative ion source based neutral
beam heating power (PNB) as well as the particle-fueling rate, (Γ

P-NB and ΓN-NB, respectively ), (c) the gas-puffing rate (Γgas), the
divertor-pumping rate ( Γ pump), (d) the numbers of injected
particles, plasma particles, pumped particles and retained in the
surface materials, (e) the temperature around the outer and the
inner strike point measured by thermocouples, (f ) Dα emission
intensity from the divertor plasma, (g) plasma effective charge
( Zeff ), and H-factor ( H89PL) . The periods of H-mode, the wall
saturation and MARFE are shown at the top of this figure. The
shaded area indicates the H-mode period under the condition of
the wall saturation.



the particle flux to the outer divertor tiles is considered

to result in the particle release (probably from the outer

divertor tiles), or the decrease in the wall inventory.

This situation is similar to the dynamic retention

process: particles that retained in the wall during a

plasma exposure are released when the plasma

exposure is ended.

1.1.3 Extension of JT-60U Pulse Length

The 30 s H-mode plasma has been optimized up to Ip =

1.4 MA as shown in Fig.I.1.1-3 [1.1-4]. Although, H-

mode was maintained throughout the heating period

(~30 s), the performance was reduced at the later half

of the discharge, due to some beam faults including N-

NB. However, H89p ~ 1.4 was maintained　for about 30 s.

It should be noted that similar to the other long pulse

discharges, the wall recycling increased in the later half

of the discharge and might affected the performance.

Before the beam faults, H89p ~ 1.8 was maintained for

about 14-15 s. Following the results in the last year,

these new results have shown progress towards

standard H-mode operation in ITER.
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1.2 Enhanced Performance and Steady State

Research

1.2.1 Sustainment of weak shear plasma in nearly full

CD [1.2-1]

The high βp H-mode plasmas in JT-60U are

characterized by a monotonic safety factor (q) profile

with weak magnetic shear owing to the bootstrap

current based on the internal transport barrier formation.

Such a weak shear configuration is compatible with the

ITER steady-state operation with Q>5. The high βp H-

mode plasmas were optimized towards ITER steady-

state operation scenario [1.2-2]. One of the key issues

for obtaining a high-performance high βp H-mode

plasma is suppression of NTMs. Since the NTMs are

destabilized at rational surfaces, the scenario for the

avoidance of 3/2 NTM is considered that the q=1.5

surface is removed from whole plasma region.
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Typical waveforms of such a scenario are shown in

Fig.I.1.2-1, where Ip=1 MA, BT=2.4 T, R=3.35 m,

a=0.8 m, κ=1.44, δ=0.5, q95=4.5. In this plasma, βN ~

2.4 (βp ~ 1.7) has been sustained for 5.8s. This duration

corresponds to ~26τE and ~2.8τR, which was limited by

the pulse length of N-NB (~ 4 MW, ~ 6.5 s). The

H89~2.2 and HH98y2~1.0 were obtained at t=8.3s. The

electron density was almost kept constant at 54% of the

Greenwald density. Loop voltage was reduced to near

zero (~0.075V), which indicates the nearly full non-

inductive current drive condition. It should be

emphasized that no NTM was observed in this

discharge by the optimization of q profile. For

avoidance of NTM, the alignment of the local pressure

gradient and rational surfaces (such as q=1.5, 2) is

important. The temporal evolution of q profile is shown

in Fig.I.1.2-1(f). Pressure and q profiles were

optimized as follows by feedback control of the stored

energy and the injection timing of NBs. P-NB was

injected at t~5.6 s before the full penetration of

inductive current when the shape of q profile is

monotonic and q >1.5 in the whole plasma region.

During the initial phase of P-NB heating (t =5.6-7.0s),

βN was gradually raised to ∼2.0 by feedback control of

stored energy in order to expand the location of q=2

surface by the evolution of bootstrap current. At t=7.0s,

the shape of q profile was flattened and q=2 surface

moved outward and q>1.5 in the whole plasma region

due to the evolution of bootstrap current around off-

axis region, where the q profile in the core region

becomes slightly reversed. After the flattening of q

profile, N-NB was injected to enhance the non-

inductive current drive and to increase βN from ~2.0 to

~2.4. At the later phase of the discharge, q profile was

similar to that at t=7.0s, but slightly decreased. The

minimum value of q was kept >~1.5 and q=2 surface

located at small temperature gradient region, then no

NTM was observed. The change in the shape of q

profile is small by N-NB injection, which indicates that

the inductive current before N-NB injection could be

replaced with the beam driven current by N-NB. The

analysis of non-inductive current drive indicates that

fBS~50-43% and fBD~52-47% were obtained, which

indicates nearly full non-inductive current drive

condition. The values of βN, fBS and q95 are close to

requirements for the ITER steady-state operation

scenario.

1.2.2 Compatibility of an Advanced Tokamak Plasma  

    with High Density and High Radiation Loss  

    Operation [1.2-3]

Advanced tokamak plasmas with an internal transport

barrier (ITB) have advantages of compatibility with

high bootstrap current fraction and high confinement,

which are essential for the steady-state operation. In

order to apply these plasmas to fusion reactors,

compatibility with high density and high radiation loss

is also required for attaining high fusion power and

reducing heat load localized onto the divertor plates. In

a fusion reactor, high density operation above the

Greenwald density (nGW) is preferable and the radiation

loss fraction of about 0.9 is necessary to reduce the

heat load onto the divertor plates sufficiently.

In the reversed shear (RS) plasmas, the operation

regime was successfully extended to high density

above nGW with high confinement (HHy2>1) and high

radiation loss fraction (frad>0.9) by tailoring the density

and temperature ITBs as shown in Fig. I.1.2-2. In these

plasmas, a large volume configuration (Vp=75-80 m3)

with a small outer gap (Δ=0.08-0.16 m) between the

plasma and the outside wall was used with the plasma

current of Ip=1.0 MA, the toroidal magnetic field of

BT=2.5-2.9 T and the safety factor at the 95% flux

surface of q95=5.8-6.5. The high confinement of

HHy2=1.3 was obtained in the high density region

above nGW with NB fuelling only. In this plasma, the
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high 
_
ne/nGW was obtained owing to the peaked density

profile inside the ITB, although the pedestal density

was smaller than 0.4nGW. With Ne seeding, the total

radiation loss was enhanced to a level greater than 90%

of the net heating power with high confinement of

HHy2=1.1 at 
_
ne/nGW=1.1. Without Ne seeding, high

radiation loss fraction was also obtained. However, in

these discharges, the radiation from the main plasma

was enhanced.

In the large volume RS plasmas, Cu XXVI line

(111.20 Å) emission was observed, and its intensity

decreased with increasing the outer gap. The fast ion

loss induced by a large toroidal ripple could be related

to generation of Cu. The Cu line intensity was almost

zero at Δ=0.4 m and the radiation in the core plasma

was much smaller than that with small outer gap

(Δ=0.08-0.15 m). The main plasma radiation loss was

changed by scanning the outer gap for the investigation

of effects of metal impurity accumulation on the

confinement. With Δ=0.08 m, the strong impurity

accumulation was observed and radiation in the main

plasma reached up to 80% of the heating power. Even

with such a large radiation in the main plasma, high

confinement of HHy2=1.2 was sustained at 
_
ne/nGW~1.

The confinement degradation with the large radiation

loss in the main plasma was not observed in the RS

plasmas. The ITB seems to be robust for radiative

cooling in the core plasma.

For the understanding of the mechanism

responsible for the sustainment of high confinement

with high main plasma radiation at high density, the

relationship between central density and central

temperature was examined. With the small outer gap,

the central density increased rather than the central

temperature during the confinement improvement. The

central temperature was higher with the large outer gap

(Δ~0.4 m) than with the small outer gap (Δ~0.15 m) at

the same central density. The reduction in the central

temperature was compensated with the increase in the

central density. The NB heating profile became off-axis

with the small outer gap. Off-axis heating, radiative

cooling in the core plasma and NB fueling could be

responsible for relationship between central density and

central temperature.

In order to form the dense divertor, heat flux to the

divertor plasma is necessary and the radiation should

be enhanced in the divertor plasma. In the RS plasma,

Ar accumulation inside the ITB has been observed

[1.2-2]. Thus, the Ne seeding was applied to enhance

the divertor radiation. The plasma configuration with

Δ=0.15 m was used to increase the heat flux to the

divertor by reducing the main plasma radiation from

Cu. Ne was puffed from the divertor region together

with D2 gas-puffing from the plasma top. The ratio of

the divertor radiation to the total radiation increased

from 20% without Ne seeding to 40% with Ne seeding.

However, the radiation from the main plasma was still

larger than that from the divertor plasma, although the

edge density was increased with D2 gas-puffing for

suppressing the impurity penetration. The total

radiation reached up to 90% of the absorbed heating

power. The Ne radiation profile estimated using 1-D

impurity transport code indicated the small

contribution of Ne to the main plasma radiation. Metal

impurity Cu could largely contribute to the radiation

loss in the core plasma. However, the radiation loss

from the main plasma and neutron yield rate were

almost kept constant, indicating metal impurity did not

lead catastrophic confinement degradation and fuel

dilution.

1.2.3 Comparison of Electron Transport in Helical and

     Tokamak Devices [1.2-5, 1.2-6]

The plasmas with an electron internal transport barrier

(ITB), which is characterized by peaked electron

temperature profiles, are obtained in the JT-60U

tokamak and in the Large Helical Device (LHD), when

the ECH is focused on the magnetic axis. The

maximum values of R/LTe, where R is the major radius

and LTe is the scale length of the electron temperature

gradient, are similar (R/LTe is 3 –5 in the L-mode

plasmas and 20 - 30 in the electron ITB plasmas both

in LHD and JT-60U). However, there are differences in

the mechanism that trigger the ITB formation between

LHD and JT-60U plasmas. The transition of the radial

electric field triggers the formation of an ITB in LHD,

while the negative magnetic shear is an important

parameter in the formation of the electron ITB in JT-

60U. The difference in the trigger mechanism results in

the difference in the dependence of the temperature

gradient, R/LTe, on the heating power as shown in Fig.

I.1.2-3. There is a clear transition of the R/LTe in the

formation of the LHD electron ITB and the transition is

associated with the transition from ion root (weak



negative radial electric field) to electron root (large

positive electric field) in the collisionless regime

νb
*<0.3, without a change in magnetic shear. On the

other hand, the formation of the electron ITB is gradual

in JT-60U, since the electron ITB needs the change in

magnetic shear (positive or negative shear), which

changes on the time scale of current diffusion.

In order to obtain a comprehensive understanding

of the non-linearity of heat transport in toroidal devices,

transient transport experiments (cold or heat pulse) are

performed in plasmas on LHD and JT-60U without ITB.

The dependence of electron heat diffusivity, χe, on

electron temperature, Te, and its gradient, 

€ 

∇Te , is

analyzed by an empirical non-linear heat transport

model (

€ 

χe ∝Te
α ∇Te

β ). The heat diffusivity, χtr,

obtained in LHD with Rax=3.5 m from the transient

analysis based on the empirical non-linear transport

model is shown in Fig. I.1.2-4(a). The heat diffusivity

estimated by power balance analysis, χpb, is also shown

in Fig. I.1.2-4(a). The small difference between χpb and

χtr indicates a weak 

€ 

∇Te  dependence of χe (β<<1) in

LHD. On the contrary, a gyro-Bohm like Te

dependence (α=3/2-5/2) is obtained. In JT-60U, the

short pulse ECH is injected at ρ~0.6 for transient

transport analysis. In order to compare the 

€ 

∇Te
dependence of χe with the critical gradient length

model, both χtr and χpb normalized by Te
3/2 are plotted

as a function of R/LTe in Fig. I.1.2-4(b). The

dependence of χpb on R/LTe seems to be changed at

R/LTe=6-8 i.e. the temperature gradient-driven mode

may be switched on above this value. The vale of χe

has the 

€ 

∇Te  dependence and χtr seems to be enhanced

from χpb at R/LTe=6-8. The 

€ 

∇Te  dependence factor β

decreases from 3 to 1.6 with the increase in R/LTe,

while the Te dependence factor α=0.5-2 is not different

from that obtained in the LHD plasma. For the

stabilization of microturbulence, the local shear is a

critical parameter. The influence of local and global

shear on turbulence might be one of the candidates to

explain the difference in the non-linearity between

LHD and JT-60U plasmas.
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1.3  MHD Instabilities and Control

1.3.1 Stabilization of the Neoclassical Tearing Mode

In obtaining a stationary high-beta plasma with positive

magnetic shear, suppression of neoclassical tearing

modes (NTMs), which appear below the ideal MHD

limit, is the most critical issue. In JT-60U, two

scenarios have been developed for NTM suppression:

(a) NTM avoidance by modification of pressure and

current profiles, and (b) NTM stabilization with

electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) / electron

cyclotron heating (ECH). In 2004, these scenarios have

been applied to a high-beta plasmas with βN=2.9-3

[1.3-1, 2, 3].

(1) NTM avoidance with low q95

Experiments in JT-60U demonstrated that NTM can be

avoided by adjusting the mode rational surface

(typically q=1.5 and 2 surfaces) at the location with

low pressure gradient, that is, low local bootstrap

current. It can be considered that the mode rational

surfaces can be located at peripheral region with low

pressure gradient if the safety factor is reduced. To

demonstrate the feasibility of this scenario, operations

at very low-q regime were performed.

  Typical discharge is shown in Fig.I.1.3-1, where Ip=1

MA and Bt=1.7 T. In this discharge, safety factor is

decreased to ~ 2.2 during NB injection by lowering the

plasma height and as a result decreasing plasma minor

radius. The value of βN is kept at 3 without NTMs for

6.2 s (4.2τΡ). Owing to the high-βN operation at low-q

regime, high value of βt~2.4% is kept stationary. It is

notable that no sawtooth is observed by any available

diagnostics. MSE diagnostic also shows that the central

factor is not below 1, and that very flat q-profile is

sustained for ~6 s. Although internal inductance li

decreases to ~0.7 due to the flat q-profile resulting in
βN/li~ 4, no major disruption is observed.

(2) NTM stabilization with ECCD in βN~3 regime

Another approach to suppress NTMs is to stabilize

them by localized current drive and heating at the

magnetic island with EC wave. In 2004, demonstration

of NTM stabilization and improvement of plasma

performance in high beta region (βN~3) has been

performed using the second harmonic X-mode ECCD.

Typical discharge is shown in Fig.I.1.3-2, where

plasma parameters are as follows: Ip=0.85 MA, Bt=1.7

T, q95=3.5. In this discharges, beta value is gradually

increased by feedback control on NB power to avoid a

2/1 mode which degrades the plasma performance

significantly. At t=4 s, βN reaches 2.9, and a 3/2 mode

appears. As the mode grows, NB power is increased to

sustain a given beta value. At t=5.8 s, beta value begins

to decrease due to further degradation of confinement.

After the unmodulated EC wave injection of ~2.4 MW

from t=6 s, beta value begins to increase until it reaches

the target value of the feedback. At t=7-8 s, βN~2.9 is

sustained with smaller amount of NB power, which

shows improvement in confinement. Actually, H89PL

increases to 1.8 after the stabilization, resulting in

successful sustainment of a high-beta and high-

confinement plasma with βNH89PL/q95
2~0.4 (Fig.I.1.3-

2(c)).

1.3.2　MHD Activities in a Low Beta RS Discharge  

A reversed shear (RS) plasma is expected as a

Fig. I.1.3-1  Typical discharge of a stationary high-

beta plasma with NTM avoidance. (a) βN and NB

power, (b) q95 and (c) frequency spectrum of magnetic

perturbations.

Fig. I.1.3-2  Typical discharge of a stationary high-beta

plasma with NTM stabilization. (a) βN and neutron

emission rate, (b) NB and EC wave power and (c)

βNH89PL/q95
2.
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discharge of advanced scenario of ITER because it has

good confinement and a large bootstrap current fraction.

It is understood that the disruption at qmin >2, βN > 2 is

caused by stability limit of n=1 ideal kink ballooning

mode. However RS plasmas with a strong ITB disrupt

frequently even at lower βN. By now, low beta

disruptions are explained by double tearing mode [1.3-

4] or resistive interchange mode [1.3-5], and these are

MHD instabilities at the qmin surface and around the

ITB. However these cannot explain all of the observed

low beta disruptions. To understand the cause of the

low beta disruption, we investigated the MHD

instabilities of RS plasmas with a strong ITB and a

central flat pressure by measuring plasma current

profiles and MHD fluctuations. We observed two types

of disruptions. One is the disruption without precursor

at qsurf > integer. The other is the disruption with n = 1

precursor. The poloidal mode number of the n=1 mode

is equal to the q value of the outermost rational surface

(q=integer). The n=1 modes exist continuously from

the peripheral region to the ITB layer or separately at

peripheral region and at ITB and the phase difference is

180 degree between them as shown in Fig. I.1.3-3.

From the MSE measurement qeff is not below 4 in any

case and qmin scatters and is significantly below 2 at

disruptions qeff~4 as shown in Fig. I.1.3-4.  Moreover,

disruption frequently occurs around qeff~5 and 4.

These imply that disruptions depend on qsurf rather than

qmin.  To explain these characteristics of disruption, we

introduce a simple model that, disruption occurs when

the both MHD instabilities at the plasma surface and at

an inner rational surface with the safety factor being

equal to the surface mode are unstable [1.3-6].This

simple model can explain almost all observed

disruptions by two processes. One is that the surface

mode triggers disruption, which occurs when qsurf

changes, and the corresponding q surface at ITB layer

changes discretely. The other is that the internal mode

triggered disruption, which occurs when the mode at an

inner rational surface become unstable gradually. In the

former case, the mode number of surface mode

changes to a next integer as surface q changes and

relative location of ITB and the rational surface in the

RS region changes discretely. For instance, when the

surface mode changes form m=5 to m=4, the

corresponding internal rational surface changes

discretely. Disruptions take place when the pressure

gradient around q=4 is very large because of ITB,

while instability of q=5 is stable due to central flat

pressure profile. If the ITB is far from the internal q=4

surface, disruption does not occur. The m/n=4/1 mode

changes to 3/1 mode, when the surface q decreases

below 4. The q=3 surface in the RS region is always in

the large -dTi/dr region, therefore surface q cannot be

below 4 any longer. In the latter case, disruption occurs

when the pressure gradient increases or relative

position of internal rational surface and ITB changes

gradually. For example, the plasma with 4 < qeff < 5 is

stable when the q=4 surface in the RS region exists in

central Ti plateau region. After the q=4 surface moves

to the large -dTi/dr region, internal mode becomes

unstable and leads to disruption. This disruption

triggered by the internal mode can explain disruptions

observed when βN is decreasing.

1.3.3 Disruption study

(1) Fast Discharge Shutdown

It is shown that disruption deleterious effects on plasma

facing components of a tokamak device can be greatly

reduced or avoided by simultaneous puffing of small
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amounts of high-Z noble gases, particularly, krypton

and large amounts of hydrogen gas. A high electron

density caused by the intense hydrogen gas puffing

amplified the radiation of High-Z atoms. In turn the

stored energy was radiated and plasma was terminated

quickly. The high electron density and high effective

charge made by high-Z species prevents runaway

electron generation. [1.3-7]

(2) Mitigation of Post-Disruption Runaways

A clear deposition of impurity neon ice pellets in a

post-disruption runaway plasma was observed, where

most of plasma current was driven by runaway

electrons. A high normalized electron density was

stably obtained with ne
bar/nGW~2.2. Effects of prompt

exhaust of runaway electrons and reduction of runaway

plasma current were found (Fig.I.1.3-5). One possible

explanation for the basic behavior of runaway plasma

current is that it follows the balance of avalanche

generation of runaway electrons and slowing down

predicted by the Andersson-Helander model, including

the combined effect of collisional pitch angle scattering

Fig. I.1.3-5 Waveforms of impurity pellet injection into a

runaway plasma.

and synchrotron radiation. It was suggested that the

impurity pellet injection reduced the energy of runaway

electrons in a step wise manner. [1.3-8]
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1.4  H-mode and Pedestal Research

1.4.1 Dimensionless Pedestal Identity Experiments in

     JT-60U and JET in ELMy H-Mode Plasmas    

     [1.4-1]

Dimensionless identity experiments in JT-60U and JET,

aimed at the comparison of the plasma pedestal

characteristics and ELM behavior in the two devices,

were continued in this year. The method chosen for this

study is the "dimensionless identity technique", based

on the invariance of plasma physics to changes of

dimensional parameters, e.g. ne, Te at the pedestal,

when the dimensionless plasma parameters are

conserved (normalised plasma pressure β, safety factor

q, Larmor radius ρ* and collisionality ν*). In contrast

to other dimensionless comparison experiments, the

similar size of JET and JT-60U results in

dimensionless matched plasmas that are also very

similar in their dimensional parameters, with the

exception of the major radius.

The comparison of the pedestal profiles of

dimensionless matched JET and JT-60U H-modes may

help to gain further insight in the underlying physics

mechanisms determining the similarities and difference

in the H-mode characteristics. Figure I.1.4-1 shows a
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comparison of some pedestal profiles for the nearly

matched discharges at q95=5.1. Figure I.1.4-1(a)

compares Te profiles for the pair E43065 (JT-60U,

PNB) and JET #60849, while Fig. I.1.4-1(b) shows the

pedestal ne profiles for the same pair in Fig. I.1.4-1(a).

As for the Te profile, a reasonable match is obtained

for Te at the pedestal top, pedestal width and gradients.

The picture is quite different for the pedestal densities

as shown in Fig. I.1.4-1(b). The density pedestal of

JET is much higher and wider than that of JT-60U. A

comparison of the edge density gradient ∇ne is not

straightforward, since ne(r) of these JET discharges is

measured with good space resolution only over a part

of the pedestal density gradient region.

A major difference between JET and JT-60U

identity configuration is the BT ripple, ~0.1% in JET

compared to ~1.2% in JT-60U at outer midplane. The

associated fast ion losses in JT-60U are substantial, of

the order of several MW for the plasma investigated.

The resulting edge electric field may provide a counter-

rotation source at the plasma edge sufficient for JT-

60U plasmas to counter-rotate even for net positive

parallel momentum injection. Experiments where a

large fraction of perpendicular PNB were substituted

by co-NNB gave conflicting results: at low q, no

significant increase of the pedestal pressure was

observed, in contrast to the high q plasmas, where the

use of NNB resulted in the highest pedestal pressures.

In this case, the pedestal density obtained in JET and

JT-60U are quite similar (within 15%) as shown in

figure I.1.4-1(c). In both q cases, though, the plasma

toroidal rotation changed in a similar way (VT is less

negative). The reasons for the different behavior of the

pedestal pressure at low and high q, as well as that for

the improved performance at high q, are not yet

understood.

As for the reason of smaller pedestal performance

in JT-60U, two possible mechanisms have been

considered. One is the effect of toroidal rotation on the

pedestal performance. The other is that the ripple may

have a direct effect on the thermal ion transport. In

order to separate both effects in the experiments,

further experiments are planned in both devices, an

installation of ferritic steel in JT-60U to reduce the

ripple and ripple enhancement experiment on JET by

changing toroidal field coil currents for every other

coil.

1.4.2 Impact of Toroidal Rotation on ELM Behavior

　　[1.4-2]

The ability to actively change the plasma rotation using

a combination of the tangential and perpendicular NBIs

in JT-60U has aided the efforts to determine the effects

of counter rotation on the ELM characteristics in grassy

ELM regime (q95~4.9 and δ~0.59) and type I ELM

regime (q95~4.1 and δ~0.28), in terms of accessibility

and controllability of small ELM regimes.

In JT-60U, the edge plasma near the top of the

temperature pedestal rotated in the counter (CTR)

direction even when CO-NBIs were applied. One

possible reason is that the ripple-induced fast ion loss

may cause a negative Er. Therefore, replacing

perpendicular (PERP) NBIs with tangential CO N-

NBIs leads to less CTR toroidal rotation. Figure I.1.4-2

shows the response of the divertor Dα signal during

these rotation scans with fixed plasma shape. As can be

seen, the ELM type was clearly changed from type I

ELMs to grassy ELMs with higher frequency up to

Fig. I.1.4-1. Pedestal profiles comparison for the two q95=5.1 nearly matched JET/JT-60U discharge pairs. (a) Experimental Te

profiles for #60849 (JET) and E43065 (JT-60U, PNB) experimental values (black dots) and scaled values (grey dots). (b)

Density profiles for the same pair of pulses as (a). (c) ne profiles for #60856 (JET) and E43075 (JT-60U, NNB).

(a)



1500 Hz. As the CTR rotation was increased, the ELM

frequency gradually increased together with a reduction

in the ELM amplitude.

All the plasmas shown in Fig. I.1.4-2 satisfied the

typical parameters (e.g. q95, d and βp) for access to the

grassy ELM regime, but the ELM characteristics were

clearly different. Therefore, the toroidal rotation can be

considered as an important parameter for access to the

grassy ELM regime. One can question whether the

most important parameter affecting the ELM type is the

absolute value or the direction of the toroidal rotation.

Since we cannot obtain a larger CO rotation as yet,

further experiments are required to resolve this issue.

In the type I ELMy H-mode plasmas, the change of

plasma rotation (or direction of the momentum input)

affects the ELM frequency and amplitude, but the

plasma usually remains in the type I ELMy phase.

When the plasma position was carefully optimized, a

steady ELM free phase (QH-mode) with stationary

pedestal parameters was obtained as shown in Fig.

I.1.4-3. After the LH transition at t=3.45s, an

intermittent ELMing phase is observed. Then, the Dα

signal remains at a high level from t=4.56s, which is

concurrent with clear coherent temperature fluctuations

(Te fluctuation) with frequencies of ~9 kHz and ~18

kHz. The mode was localized at the edge (R-Rsep~2cm),

and edge density and ion-saturation current at divertor

target were also modulated with the same frequency as

the edge temperature fluctuation. This edge fluctuation

may cause the reduction of pedestal pressure by ~18%.

Basically, the QH-mode seems to be easily

reproducible with CTR-NBIs. However, we have also

observed partial QH phase during CO-NB injection

phase with almost no net toroidal rotation at the plasma

edge and during BAL-NB injection phase. The

occurrence of Te fluctuations together with

enhancement of the Dα signal was also observed in all

QH phases.

1.4.3 Reduced Heat Transport during the Inter-ELM 　
　　Phase [1.4-3]

For the H-mode physics, the characteristics of the heat

transport in a time scale longer than ELM events has

been studied to predict the performance in future

reactor. In addition, the energy pulse expelled by ELMs

has also been intensively studied for the interest of

predicting the peak heat load onto plasma facing

components. However, little is known about heat

transport that occurs during the phase between ELMs

(or ‘inter-ELM phase’). In fact, the modelling of ELMy

H-mode involving MHD stabilities and anomalous

transport process cannot be developed without the

transport process responsible for the inter-ELM phase.

In this study, the reduction of electron heat diffusivity

during the inter-ELM phase to the level of ion

Fig. I.1.4-2 Time evolution of Dα signal during plasma

toroidal rotation scan at q95~4.9 and δ~0.59. Plasma

rotation profiles were changed by using different

combinations of NBIs: (a) 2CO+2PERP +2N-NB, (b)

2CO+3PERP+1N-NB, (c) 2CO+5PERP and (d)

1CO+1CTR+5PERP.

Fig. I.1.4-3 Typical waveforms of QH-mode plasma in JT-

60U. (a) plasma current and divertor Dα signal. (b) pedestal

Te (black) and Ti (gray). (c) line-averaged density and

pedestal density. (d) Solid (dashed) line show total (CTR)

NBI power together with radiation power shown by dotted

line.



neoclassical transport was found in the plasma edge

region affected by an ELM burst.

Understanding the completed system of self-

regulating dynamics of ELMing cycle is realized by

separating the recovery phase between ELMs from the

instantaneous ELM burst phase.　In JT-60U, we have

investigated the characteristics of the heat transport

during the inter-ELM phase for the first time in the

world. In a steady-state phase in a time scale much

longer than an ELM event, the energy balance near the

plasma boundary can be expressed as: Pheat = Pint +

PELM where Pint and PELM (= fELM DWELM) are the loss

powers of the inter-ELM transport and ELMs,

respectively. The source heating power crossing the

separatrix is assigned to these two loss channels. In this

study, it has been found that, as ν* is increased, the

inter-ELM transport is enhanced and the ELM heat loss

is reduced. Since the reduced heat transport is always

accompanied by a large ELM loss power, one can find

that it is not simple to achieve the high energy

confinement simultaneously with small ELM heat loss

particularly at low ν*.
In order to understand the process responsible for

heat transport during the inter-ELM phase, we have

examined the dependence of the inter-ELM energy

confinement time τE
int* (= τE

int/τB) on ν* as shown in

Fig. I.1.4-4(a). It is obviously seen that τE
int* is

significantly improved as ν* is reduced, satisfying the

relation of τE
int* ∝ ν*-0.6. Since the energy confinement

in a global time scale shows weaker ν* dependence

given as τE* ∝ <ν*>-0.35, this result is indicative of a

more collision-based heat transport during the inter-

ELM phase. We have also examined the ρpol*
dependence. In the peripheral plasma region, it is hard

to conduct the pure ρpol* scan because of the existing

edge stability boundary. Thus, by adopting the

knowledge of the ν* dependence obtained former, we

have obtained the relation of τE
int* ∝ ρpol*-0.7. During

the inter-ELM phase, this collapsed profile is

replenished by the heat flux from the plasma core.

Form this point of view, the electron heat diffusivity

during the inter-ELM phase χe
int* (=χe

int/χB) has been

calculated using the relative perturbations of Te profiles

due to an ELM. (see Fig. I.1.4-4(b)). In the plasma

edge region which is affected by ELM burst, the

electron heat diffusivity is reduced significantly to the

level of the ion neoclassical transport.
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1.5  Current Drive Research

1.5.1 Real-Time Control of Safety Factor Profile   

    [1.5-1]

Active control of safety factor profile is essential in

sustaining a high performance plasma that is optimized

in stability and confinement. A real-time control system

of safety factor (q) profile has now been developed in

ITER operation
regime
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Fig. I.1.4-4 (a) Dependence of the normalized energy confinement time between ELMs τE
int/τB on

ν* at ρpol* ~ 0.05, βpol ~ 0.3, q95 ~ 4.0 and δ ~ 0.3. (b) The profiles of the electron heat diffusivity
during the inter-ELM phase. The electron heat diffusivity in a global time scale and the ion
neoclassical heat diffusivity are also shown for reference.



JT-60. This system, for the first time, enables 1) real

time evaluation of q profile using local magnetic pitch

angle measurement by motional Stark effect (MSE)

diagnostic and 2) control of current drive (CD) location

(ρCD) by adjusting the parallel refractive index N// of

lower-hybrid (LH) waves through the change of phase

difference (Δφ) between multi-junction launcher

modules.

A newly developed method for the q profile

evaluation realized q profile calculation within every

0.01s, which is much faster than current relaxation time,

typically order of 1s. Safety factor profile by the real-

time calculation agreed well with that by equilibrium

reconstruction with MSE. See section I.2.6.2 for

comparison of q(r) by the two methods. From temporal

evolution of q (or current) profile, the system also

evaluates ρCD in real-time. The location ρCD is where

the rate of the current enclosed between two magnetic

surfaces on which MSE channels are viewing are

increasing. The control system changes ρCD through N//

(or directly Δφ) in such a way to minimize the largest

residual between the real-time q profile and its

reference profile. Since we had a dataset showing

increase of N// or Δφ shifts ρCD outward in minor radius,

we employed an algorithm to control Δφ  as follows;

€ 

d (Δφ) /dt = −α (ρCD − ρCDref ) ; α is a positive constant.

The system determines ρCDref, comparing real-time q(r)

and a give reference q(r); ρCDref is where the system

wants to drive current. Thus, when CD location ρCD is

smaller than the reference CD location ρCDref, the

system increase Δφ in order to shift CD location

outward.

The real-time control system was applied to

positive shear plasmas having q(0)~1 at Ip=0.6MA,

Bt=2.3T, and ne=0.5x1019m-3. The reference q profile

was set to q(0)=1.3. In order to keep good coupling of

LH waves to the plasma, gap between the launcher and

the plasma surface was controlled to about 0.1m.

Figure I.1.5.1 (a) shows waveforms of the discharge.

When the LH power was stably injected (t>10s), the

loop voltage dropped down to 0V, q=1 surface

vanished and q=1.25 surface shrank. The largest

residual decreased close to its error level. The real-time

q profile (Fig. I.1.5-1 (b)) approached to its reference

profile after application of the real-time control; the

controlled q profile was sustained for 3s (t=13-16s),

which was limited by injected LH power.

1.5.2 Validation of Beam Particle Self Interaction

Circulating fast ions generated by NBI are predicted to

affect the beam stopping cross-section of the neutral

beam itself through the interaction between the neutrals

and the fast ions. This "beam-particle self-interaction

(BPSI)" can be notable especially for a high-energy

beam injected into a low density plasma [1.5-2,3].

 One of the beam lines of N-NB, N-NB (U), was used

for this experiment. The beam power was 1.5 MW

with an energy of 350 keV. The major plasma

parameters have been maintained nearly in constant;

Ip=1MA, Bt=2.5T, <ne>=0.92x1019 m-3, <Te> = 1.2 keV.

The beam pulse duration was 1.5 sec, which is much

longer than the beam slowing down time. The shine-

through power is evaluated using temperature

increment of N-NB facing tiles measured by an infra-

Fig. I.1.5-1 (a) Waveforms of loop voltage (Vl), LH

power (PLH), phase difference between launcher

modules (Δφ), the largest of residuals between q by real-

time calculation and reference q, and contour plot of

safety factor profile q(ρ, t). (b) q profiles in (a) by real-

time calculation at beginning of the control (t=10s; open

rectangles), and during the control (t=14s; circles).

Closed rectangles show the reference q profile.

(b)

(a)



red (IR) camera. Heat transport analysis of the facing

tile has shown that the time evolution of the tile

temperature is not reproduced by assuming the shine-

through power in proportion to beam power, but it has

been well reproduced assuming that the shine-through

fraction decreases exponentially about by 35% within

several hundred msec.

Fig.I.1.5-2 (a) An estimated waveform for shine-through and
(b) temperatures of the facing tiles. The measured
temperature is denoted by a dotted curve while the numerical
calculation is denoted by a solid curves.

This time scale is close to the build-up time of fast

ion component (~200 msec). The reduction of shine-

through is also consistent to the estimated range by the

BPSI theory[1.5-4].

1.5.3 Current Clamp in the Current Hole

A stable tokamak plasma with nearly zero toroidal

current in the central region (a “current hole”) is

sustained for several seconds in the JT-60U tokamak

[1.5-5]. However, it has not been clear whether the

current drive source such as inductive toroidal electric

field Eφ and non-inductively driven current jNI remains

at zero level during the sustainment of current hole or

some mechanism works to clamp the current density at

zero level against the current drive source.

Two kinds of experiments were performed to

investigate responses to Eφ and jNI separately [1.5-6,

1.5-7]. In the first experiment, Eφ was changed

transiently by variation of jNI outside the current hole,

keeping jNI inside the current hole as small as possible.

The electron cyclotron wave (ECW) power of 2.6 MW

at the frequency of 110 GHz was injected outside the

current hole at t = 5.2 s during the current flat top in a

plasma of Ip = 1 MA and Bt = 3.6 T, to increase jNI (the

EC-driven current and the bootstrap current) in the

direction of the main plasma current. In the same

discharge, at t = 6.0 s or 0.8 s after the start of ECW

injection, ECW power and almost all NB power were

turned off, to decrease jNI rapidly. Radial profiles of

loop voltage Vloop(ρ) are shown in Fig. I.1.5-3(a),

where ρ denotes the normalized minor radius. The

Vloop(ρ) is obtained from the time-derivative of the

poloidal magnetic flux Ψ(ρ) which is determined by

the equilibrium reconstruction using the MSE data. The

Vloop(0) was negative (~ -0.3 V) during EC injection (t

= 5.4-5.6 s) while it was positive (~ +0.4 V) after the

stop of EC injection (t = 5.98-6.4s). Note that

uncertainties in Vloop(ρ) are relatively small near the

axis though they are large around ρ = 0.5 where Ψ(ρ)

has a large gradient. In Fig. I.1.5-3, the sum of

calculated jOH, jEC, jBD and jBS and the measured jtot are
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Fig. I.1.5-3. Radial profiles of loop voltage and

current density in a discharge with Eφ changed

transiently. (a) Loop voltage Vloop during t = 5.4-5.6

s and t = 5.98-6.4 s. (b), (c) Current densities at t =

5.5 s and t = 6.2 s. In (b) and (c), jtot (solid line with a

shaded belt) denotes the measured current density,

while the summation of jOH + jBD + jBS + jEC is shown

by the dotted line with the error bars.



compared for (b) negative Eφ(0) and (c) positive Eφ(0)

cases. Here jOH, jEC, jBD and jBS denote the calculated

inductive, EC-driven, beam-driven and bootstrap

current densities, respectively. In both cases, the

calculated current density is dominated by the

inductive current, and is largely negative in (b) and is

largely positive in (c). The measured current density,

however, remained nearly zero. In the second

experiment, EC current drive inside the current hole

was attempted in the same and opposite directions to

the plasma current in a plasma of Ip = 1 MA and Bt =

3.7 T during the quasi stationary period with small

Eφ(0). In neither direction did the EC current drive

change the current inside the current hole, and the

current hole was maintained.

From these results, it has been shown

experimentally for the first time that although the

current drive source exists in the current hole, some

mechanism works to clamp the current density at zero

level once when it becomes at zero level in the central

region. Simulation results show that resistive MHD

instabilities take place in the current hole, leading to

the current clamp. In our experiments, however, no

MHD instabilities with a high frequency (1-100 kHz

range) were observed. Though small collapses with

longer intervals (~0.1s) were observed in some

discharges, no clear change in the current density

inside the current hole was observed between or at

these collapses, indicating that these collapses are not

the cause of the current clamp in the current hole.
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1.6  Divertor/SOL Plasmas and Plasma-Wall

    Interaction

1.6.1 SOL Transport of ELM Plasma and Fluctuations

    in L- and H-Modes

Transient heat and particle loading caused by ELM is

crucial for determining the lifetime of ITER divertor

materials. At the same time, study of the ELM radial

propagation was recently focused to evaluate the heat

and particle loadings to the first wall. Determination of

the perpendicular propagation during ELM deposition

(such as a few 100µs) was improved with increasing

sampling rat from 200kHz to 500kHz for the Mach

probes (at outer midplane and X-point) and magnetic

pick-up coils [1.6-1]. Fluctuation level was compared

in L-mode and ELMy H-mode plasmas, and analysis of

the fluctuation characteristics using Probability

Distribution Function (PDF) was initiated [1.6-2].

(1) Characteristics of ELM propagation

During ELM deposition, large multi-peaks appeared in

ion saturation current at midplane Mach probe, js
mid,

during the base level of js
mid increasing, just after large

magnetic turbulences due to MHD activities (Fig.I.1.6-

1). Time lags of the first js
mid peak and the maximum

base-level were defined as τperp
mid(peak) and

Fig.I.1.6-1  (a) Distributions of js
mid peaks, maximum

base-level during ELM, and js
mid between ELMs as a

function of Drmid. (b) Distributions of τperp
mid(peak)

and τperp
mid(base)



τperp
mid(base), respectively. Here, τperp

mid(peak) was a

delay due to the SOL plasma transport across the

magnetic field, and duration of large js
mid peaks, δtpeak,

was  short: 8-24µs. Forexample, τperp
mid(peak)~40µs,

and τperp
mid(base)~ 160µs at the midplane distance from

separatrix (Δrmid) of 4.8 cm. On the other hand, the
delay of the increase in divertor js

div, τpara
div, was 70-

130µs, and that of the maximum jsdiv base level, τpara
div-

peak, was 130-200µs. These time lags were consistent

with parallel convective transport time along the

magnetic field, τpara
SOL-DIV =140 µs. As a result, the

radial transport of the peak js
mid was faster than tpara

div,

whereas parallel and radial propagation of the base-

level were comparable.

  The large multi-peaks in js
mid were observed over all

radii (Δrmid < 15 cm) with large radial delay length.

Since τperp
mid(peak) increased with Δrmid, the radial

velocity, Vperp
mid(peak), ranged between 1.3 and

2.5km/s. From Vperp
mid~2km/s, characteristic radial

scale of the js
mid peak was estimated to δtpeak Vperp

mid =
1.5 - 4cm, which may locally deposit the heat and

particle loading to the first wall. Enhancement of js
mid

base-level occurred globally and simultaneously in far

SOL and divertor. Extension of the js
mid base-level was

within smaller SOL radii (Δrmid < 10 cm), which may

only influence particle and heat load to outer baffle.

(2) Characteristics of SOL Plasma Fluctuations

For ELMy H- and L-modes, fluctuation levels of the

midplane SOL plasmas, δjs
mid/<js

mid>, were generally 4-

5 times larger than those near X-point. At the same

time, far SOL δjs
mid/<js

mid> in H-mode was increased

with Δrmid, which became 5-10 times larger than  L-

mode. Here, e-folding lengths of js
mid profiles were

comparable for H- and L-modes, thus the decay length

was not influenced by the fluctuation level.

  Statistical analysis of the js
mid signals using PDF

showed that density bursts became remarkable around
Δrmid = 6-7 cm. Since the direction of the parallel SOL
flow changed from the inner divertor to the outher
divertor near Δrmid = 7 cm, enhancement of the density
bursts may be related to the stagnation of the SOL flow.
The fast fluctuations and ELM bursts are under
investigation using Wavelet analysis, which  shows
transient characteristics of turbulences.

1.6.2 Spectroscopic Study of H2 Molecules in

     Divertor

Understanding behavior of H2 molecules in divertor

plasmas is important for control of divertor plasmas

and diagnostics of neutral particles [1.6-3]. In JT-60U,

H2 molecule behavior in attached and detached divertor

plasmas has been studied by observation of H2 Fulcher

line emission [1.6-4].

The decay lengths of the H2 Fulcher line intensity in

attached and detached divertor plasmas were roughly 1

cm and 4 cm, respectively. It suggested that the H2

molecules penetrated more deeply into the detached

divertor plasma than into the attached divertor plasma.

The fall in intensity of the H2 Fulcher lines with

distance from the divertor plates was reproduced by

calculation using a neutral transport and a collisional
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Fig. I.1.6-2. Spatial profiles in the detached divertor

plasma as functions of the distance from the outer divertor

plates. (a) Calculated electron temperature and density

along the separatrix, (b) observed (points) and calculated

(line) Hε line intensity, (c) observed (points) and

calculated (continuous line: with dissociative attachment

from the n=3 state, broken line: without dissociative

attachment) Fulcher v=1-1 Q3 line intensity, (d)

calculated MAR (continuous line) and H+-e

recombination (broken line) rate. In both (c) - (d), the

thick and thin lines indicate the results obtained by

assuming that the vibrational temperatures of the ground

state were 0.5 eV and 1 eV, respectively.



radiative model code. Spatial profiles of various

measured and modeled plasma parameters in the

detached divertor plasma are shown as functions of the

distance from the outer divertor plates in Fig. I.1.6-2. A

detached divertor plasma solution was obtained from

calculation using a two dimensional fluid code. The H2

Fulcher line intensity profiles calculated with and

without considering the dissociative attachment from

the n=3 state are compared with the observed profile.

With the ground-state vibrational temperature of 0.5 eV,

the calculation reproduced the logarithmic slopes in the

observed intensity profile. Molecular assisted

recombination (MAR) was estimated to be as

important as H+-e recombination in the detached

divertor plasma.

1.6.3 Modelling of Impurity Transport [1.6-5]

Impurity transport has been modeled using the 2-D

fluid code UEDGE [1.6-6] in the divertor plasma for

the high βp H-mode plasma with highly enhanced

radiation by injecting seed impurity Ar. The impurity

diffusivity was set to be 1.0 m2/s without the

convection velocity. The carbon yield rate was set to be

a Haasz yield [1.6-7] for both physical and chemical

sputtering. The ratio of total Ar density to the electron

density at the core_edge boundary (96% flux surface)

(nAr/ne)core_edge was scanned in the range of 0.14-1%.

Figure I.1.6-3 shows comparison of radiation

profile in the divertor plasma between measurement

and calculation. The calculated divertor radiation had

peaks at both strike points (ch 11 for inner and ch 19

for outer divertor) as well as the measurement. The

peak at the inner strike point was almost constant even

when (nAr/ne)core_edge was increased. The peak at the

outer strike point was largely enhanced with

(nAr/ne)core_edge=1% and was larger than the peak at the

inner strike point. The calculated radiation with

(nAr/ne)core_edge=0.75%, which was consistent with edge

Ar density estimated from the radiation in the main

plasma, was consistent with the measurement at the

inner strike point within the ambiguity of the

measurement. At the outer strike point, the effect of

misalignment of the sight lines was large due to strong

localization of the radiation in front of the outer

divertor plate. Therefore, when possible misalignment

was considered, the radiation loss at the outer strike

point increased to the same value as the measurement.

On the other hand, the radiation in the divertor region

(ch 9&10 for inner and ch 17&18 for outer divertor)

was smaller than the measurement, indicating that the

calculated radiation was localized around the strike

points compared with the measurement.

1.6.4 Retention Characteristics of Hydrogen Particles

In order to study the tritium retention in different

conditions (divertor geometry and operation

temperature) compared with other tokamaks, we have

investigated the erosion/deposition distribution and the

hydrogen isotopes (H,D,T) behavior in the JT-60U

plasma-facing wall (carbon-based). Fig. I.1.6-4 shows

schematic views of the JT-60U W-shaped divertor with

an inner pumping slot and sample locations for the

analyses. The operation temperature of the JT-60U
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vacuum vessel was ~570 K. The base temperature of

the divertor tiles were also ~570 K, since the divertor

tiles were inertially cooled. The sample tiles were

exposed to plasma from June 1997 to October 1998.

The total number of deuterium discharges during this

periods was ~3600 shots. Following the deuterium

discharges, ~700 hydrogen shots were performed in a

clean-up operation.

  Deposition was found to be dominant on the inner

divertor target, whereas erosion was dominant on the

outer divertor target. No continuous deposition layer

was obviously observed in the dome top tile [1.6-8].

Such in/out asymmetry of the erosion/deposition has

been observed also in many tokamaks. In JT-60U,

however, distributions of the hydrogen isotopes were

not obviously correlated with the deposition

distribution as described later.

   Distribution of the tritium, which was produced by

D-D nuclear reaction, in the plasma-facing wall

reflected the distribution of high-energy tritium ion

implantation due to ripple loss and a slight

modification owing to high surface temperature of the

divertor target tiles. According to OFMC simulation,

~50% of the produced tritium were lost and implanted

into the wall with high energy of up to ~1 MeV[1.6-9].

   Deuterium distribution in the JT-60U divertor

region was slightly different from the tritium

distribution as shown in Fig. I.1.6-5. The highest

concentration of the hydrogen isotopes was estimated

to be (H+D)/C ~0.07 at the outer dome wing, which is

much less than that observed in other tokamaks. Such

low (H+D)/C must be attributed to high surface

temperature of the dome tiles (~800 K). For the

deuterium retention, at least two retention processes

(ion-implantation and co-deposition) were

distinguished on the dome region. [1.6-10, 11].

   Form these hydrogen isotope analyses, it was found

that the behavior of the hydrogen isotopes in the

plasma-facing wall should be also considered with the

ion implantation as well as the co-deposition for the

detailed estimation of the tritium retention in ITER.
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2.    Operation and Machine Improvements 
Two cycles of the JT-60 operation were implemented in 
FY 2004, which includes 902 shots of plasma pulse 
discharge, 43 shots of commissioning pulse sequence, 
15 hours of Taylor-type discharge cleaning and 239 
hours of glow discharge cleaning.  

In the operation of the JT-60 facilities, the motor 
generator for toroidal magnetic field coil (T-MG) was 
used tentatively in place of the motor generator for 
plasma heating systems which had been out of order in 
FY 2003. Therefore the electric power feeder lines and 
control system of the T-MG were modified. On the 
other hand, the toroidal magnetic field was activated 
only by the grid power line. With careful operation of 
these electric power systems, JT-60 experiments were 
successfully implemented as plane.  
 
2.1  Tokamak Machine 
2.1.1 Operation without a Center Solenoid Coil 
Innovative plasma build-up operations without a center 
solenoid, which would simplify the structure of future 
tokamak fusion reactors, were planned in this 
experimental campaign. Since poloidal magnetic field 
coils would receive different forces from usual 
operations in these operations, electromagnetic force 
analysis was done to confirm the safety of these coils. 
The analysis result showed that the electromagnetic 
forces on the coils were smaller than 20% of the 
allowable limits respectively, and these coils would be 
mechanically safe in this experiment. 
 
2.1.2 Transportation of Solid Radioactive Wastes 
Solid radioactive wastes are taken out from JT-60 
facilities and stored in metal drums in the radioactive 
waste storage building in every maintenance period. To 
reduce the combustible wastes by incineration, forty 
metal drums were transported from Naka site to Tokai 
Site, in which the facility of Department of 
Decommissioning and Waste Management treated with 
them in Tokai Site. The transportation was initiated in 
1999 and a total of 240 drums were removed. 
 
2.1.3 Fabrication of Ferritic Steel Plate and 

Installation into the First Wall 
Installation of ferritic steel tiles was proposed in JT-
60U to reduce the toroidal magnetic field ripple and to 
improve the fast ion loss, which decreases plasma 

heating efficiency and increases heat load on plasma 
facing components in the operations with plasmas with 
a large volume. Candidate materials with a high 
saturated magnetization, SUS430 (18Cr), STBA26 
(9Cr-1Mo) and F82H (8Cr-2W-0.2V-0.04Ta), were 
compared.  Taking into account the cost-effectiveness 
to obtain a saturated magnetization required for 
experiments and the moderate neutron generation level 
in JT-60U, 8Cr-2W-0.2V ferritic steel whose activation 
element concentrations are a little higher than those of 
F82H was selected. The expected saturated 
magnetization is 1.8 Tesla at operational temperature of 
around 570 K.  

Fabrication procedure of the ferritic steel mostly 
followed that of F82H.  The steel more than 20 tons 
was melted in a vacuum induction furnace and cast into 
eight ingots. Seven ingots were used to obtain steel 
plates through the processes of forging and hot-rolling. 
These plates underwent normalizing at 1273 K for 30 
min, air-cooling and then tempering at 1023 K for 90 
min followed by air-cooling. The fabricated ferritic 
steel has clear tempered martensitic microstructures, 
and sufficient magnetic and mechanical properties. The 
saturated magnetization measured was over 1.7 Tesla at 
573 K. Although it was lower than the expected value, 
it was confirmed by a numerical calculation that the 
saturated magnetization of 1.7 Tesla was sufficient for 
the JT-60 experiment. 
 
2.1.4 Study of the Plasma-Surface Interaction 
The cooperative research program between JAERI and 
universities using the JT-60 first wall tile was initiated 
in 2001. Under the program, various studies on the 
plasma facing materials have progressed [2.1-1], [2.1-
2], [2.1-3]. Major research activities conducted in FY 
2004 are as follows: 
 
(1) Thermal Properties of Redeposition Layers on 

the Inner Divertor Tile [2.1-4] 
Thermal properties of the redeposition layer on the 
inner plate of the W-shaped divertor of JT-60U were 
measured with laser flash method in order to estimate 
transient heat load such as ELMs onto the divertor. 
Morphology analysis of the redeposition layer was 
conducted with a scanning electron microscope. 

Redeposition layers of more than 200 μm thick 
were observed near the most frequent striking point. 



  

The bulk density measured of the redeposition layer 
was 910 kg/m3. This is about half of the density of the 
tile substrate (1,700 kg/m3, CX-2002U). The specific 
heat of the redeposition layer is almost equal to that of 
isotropic graphite.  

The thermal conductivity of the redeposition layer 
was calculated to be two orders of magnitude smaller 
than that of the tile substrate in the temperature range 
from room temperature to 1000 ˚C (Fig. I.2.1-1). This 
low thermal conductivity of the redeposition layer is 
considered to be caused by a high porosity and a low 
graphitization degree of the redeposition layer. 
 
(2) Retention of Hydrogen Isotopes in Divertor 

Tiles 
Retention characteristics of deuterium and hydrogen in 
graphite tiles placed in the inner side pumping divertor 
region were investigated by Secondary Ion Mass 
Spectrometry (SIMS) [2.1-5] and Thermal Desorption 
Spectroscopy (TDS) [2.1-6]. It was found that most of 
hydrogen and deuterium were retained in the re-
deposited layers. The dominant species retained in the 
divertor tiles were H2, HD, D2 and CH4. The amount of 
H+D retained in the inner divertor tiles covered by the 
re-deposited layers increased with the thickness of the 
re-deposited layers. Assuming that hydrogen isotopes 
were uniformly retained in the re-deposited layer and 
carbon density of re-deposited layer was 0.92 g/cm3, 
hydrogen isotope concentration (H+D)/C in the re-
deposited layers were ~0.032, which was much smaller 
than those observed in JET and other devices. 
 

(3) Release Behavior of Hydrogen Isotopes from 
Graphite Tiles [2.1-7] 

Hydrogen isotopes were released from the graphite 
tiles used in JT-60U by the thermal desorption method. 
When the first wall tile was left under helium 
atmosphere at 600oC for 8 hours, about 40 % of total 
amount of hydrogen and deuterium were released, 
while the amount of released tritium was only about 20 
%. At high temperature of 1000oC, the release rate of 
deuterium and tritium was enhanced. It was found that 
the amount of hydrogen retained in the graphite tile 
was much larger than that of deuterium. This indicates 
that a large amount of deuterium trapped in the tiles 
during deuterium discharge experiments was replaced 
with hydrogen during hydrogen discharge experiments. 
 
(4) Tritium Release Behavior During Air Exposure 

and Gas Purge Conditions [2.1-8] 
Exhaust gas from the JT-60U tokamak was analyzed to 
understand the behavior of fuel and impurity elements 
in the vacuum vessel. The behavior of tritium release 
by an isotope exchange reaction during air exposure 
and gas purging phases has been investigated. For the 
air exposure with water vapor concentrations of 40ppm, 
300ppm, 680ppm and 3400ppm, tritium concentration 
in the air was measured. It was confirmed that water 
vapor enhanced release of tritium from the vessel. 
Tritium concentration initially increased with time and 
then became constant finally at each concentration 
level. The total amount of tritium released from the 
vacuum vessel was 13MBq for 3400ppm, which is 
almost the same as that removed by 5 hours’ H2-GDC 
that has been most effective detritiation method in JT-
60U [2.1-9]. This suggests that tritium can be easily 
removed by water vapor.  

Tritium release during the gas purging was 
measured. The various gases (H2, He and Ar) were 
introduced into the vacuum vessel at constant pressure 
by controlling the gas flow rate. Tritium concentration 
was about 0.1Bq/cm3 at room temperature and was 
independent of gas species within pressure from 0.05 
to 0.3 Pa., indicating that isotope exchange of tritium 
with hydrogen molecules was not so active under these 
purge conditions. 

A trace of Oxygen purge was also examined. In the 
tokamak discharge, various hydrocarbons such as CD4, 
C2D6, C2D4 and C2D2 were detected and possible 

Fig. I.2.1-1 Temperature dependence of thermal diffusivity 
of the redeposition layer and the tile substrate (CFC). 
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relation with formation of codeposit is suggested 
because hydrocarbon could be produced by a shift 
reaction related with oxidized elements, such as water, 
carbon oxide and carbon dioxide. A gas purging and a 
glow discharge cleaning with 0.1% oxygen contained 
He showed a possibility of enhance the carbon removal.  
No effect of oxygen onto tokamak discharge was 
observed. 
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2.2   Control System  
2.2.1 Development of an Innovative Integrator 

Resistant to Plasma Instabilities 
A new integrator for magnetic measurements aiming at 
long pulse operation have been developed and tested in 
JT-60U [2.2-1]. Although most of the technical issues 
have been resolved, an amplifier saturation caused by 
exposure of excessive voltage input from the sensor is 
still remaining as the major issue [2.2-2]. Therefore we 
had built an advanced integrator system, which is 
composed of the three sets of the VFC-UDC unit with 
different amplitude gains and a digital signal processor 
(DSP) to prevent at least one of the operational 

amplifiers from saturating due to excessive voltage 
input. In addition, necessary numbers of FET-Zener 
diodes were added to the signal input line for 
protection of each operational amplifier. 

The total performance test was conducted using one 
of the magnetic probes in JT-60. Figure I.2.2-1 (a) 
shows a good, accurate integration result even with a 
disruptive instability in tokamak discharge. In this case, 
no baseline change was observed before and after 
plasma discharge. Unexpectedly, soon after a few 
disruption plasma shots, clear baseline gap was again 
observed as shown in Fig. I.2.2-1 (b). The cause of this 
phenomenon has been identified to be semiconductor 
characteristics change of the FET-Zener diode 
elements equipped in the signal input circuit.  

We have prepared three cases of modifications in 
the signal input circuit. 

 
(1) Diode Withstanding ±1 kV (Case I) 
A gap ("stepped change") of the integrated signal came 
to be observed after several plasma disruptions. We 
considered that the exposure of continual extreme 
high-voltage inputs could make the FET-Zener diode 
characteristics degrade drastically. To prevent this, a 
new diode withstanding high voltage (±1 kV) has been 
superseded the FET-Zener diode.  

The linearity errors for three ranges (range: 10 V, 
100 V, and 1000 V) exceed the specification of the 
employed operational amplifier (±0.001%). The cause 
of this linearity error is presumed the large leakage 
current of the diode with a 250 V pull-up power supply. 
 
(2) Attenuator Insertion (Case II) 
Since we are concerned about a large amount of diode 
leakage current at the signal front-end in the above 
case, the diode elements were removed from the input 
circuit. This improvement makes the circuit withstand 
±1.0 kV without a diode.  

The linearity errors for this case are permissible 
(less than 0.001%) except for the 1000-V range.  

 
(3) Power Mos FET-Zener (Case III) 
Since the Case I trial board does not satisfy the 
accuracy requirements due to the large amount of 
leakage current, the Power Mos FET-FET, that does 
not need any high voltage power supply, has been 
chosen to make a short circuit in case of over-voltage Fig. I.2.2-1 A gap of integral results occurred after 

several exposures to high voltage at a disruption. 



  

input. The test for this case is under preparation 
We have built three trial boards as a measure to 

avoid the semiconductor characteristics change of the 
FET-Zener diode caused by the continual extreme 
high-voltage inputs in JT-60, and tested two of them. 
We will conclude our development result soon after the 
tests on the Case III including an impulse surge test. 
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2.3.  Power Supply System 
2.3.1 Tentative Power Transmission from the T-MG to 

the NBI and RF Heating Systems 
Since a serious trouble on the H-MG happened in 
February 2004, a large-scale repair came to be required 
for the complete recovery. In order to restart the plasma 
heating experiments as early as possible, we decided to 
disconnect the T-MG from the toroidal field coil power 
supply and to reconnect it to the heating devices in 
place of H-MG as shown in Fig. I.2.3-1. Followings 

are its details.  
 
(1) Circuit Configuration 
From the viewpoint of energy available directly from 
the power grid, the maximum toroidal magnetic field 

coil current was considered about 70% of the rated 
current. This implies that large toroidal field could be 
produced sufficiently for the long pulse operation to 
study the high-beta plasmas. The actual difficulty was 
arisen in the coil current control capability in contrast 
with the output voltage control of the T-MG. Then, we 
modified the On/Off control scheme of the diode 
rectifier banks on the technical basis of discharge pulse 
prolongation (from 15 s to 65 s), conducted in the 
previous year. 

The power line of H-MG was disconnected 
completely for safety at the point near the MG-pit by 
removing the bus-bars in the metal covered duct. The 
T-MG and the heating systems are connected by two 
lines of CV cables which has 22 kV rating and its cross 
section of 800 mm2 by utilizing the unused switch gear 
boxes. According to the change of main circuit, the 
hard wired protection system was also modified to 
adjust the difference of ratings and the protection.  
 
(2) T-MG Output Voltage to the Heating Devices 
The major ratings of T-MG and H-MG are summarized 
in Table I.2.3. The voltage disturbance caused by the 
power fluctuation is basically anti-proportional to the 
capacity of generator. In this case, since the 
synchronous impedances for both MGs are similar in 
quantity, the voltage disturbance of T-MG is expected 
about two times of that of H-MG. To prevent the 
excessive over-voltage generation of T-MG that might 
be happened at the moment to separate the large 
electrical loads we reduced the T-MG output voltage to 
16 kV from the rated value of 18 kV.   
 

Table I.2.3 Specifications of T-MG and H-MG. 
 T-MG H-MG 

Capacity 215 MVA 400 MVA 
Voltage 18 kV 18 kV 
Current 6,896 A 12,830 A 

Frequency 80-56Hz 77.6-54.2Hz 
Drive Type Thyristor Scherbius 

 
(3) Re-Acceleration of T-MG 
While the H-MG has an exclusive induction motor 
(IM) on the top of the generator for its acceleration, the 
T-MG is designed to be driven by thyristor drive 
device (AC-DC-AC drive) without IM. Therefore, the 
voltage distortion due to the commutation of thyristor 
drive was expected, because there is no inverter 
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Fig. I.2.3-3 Example of current and voltage waveform. transformer as shown in Fig.I.2.3-2. To avoid the 

commutation failure in the thyristor drive device and 
the NBI system, we stopped the re-acceleration of T-
MG during the period of plasma discharge and the NBI 
conditioning. 
 
2.3.2 A Temporary Method for TF Coil Current Control 
(1)  Toroidal Field Coil Power Supply Configuration 
The toroidal field coil power supply (TFPS) consists of 
the four diode rectifier banks powered directly from 
the commercial line of 275 kV and the two diode 
rectifier banks powered by the T-MG as shown in 
Fig.I.2.3-2. Since the T-MG was exclusively connected 
to the heating systems due to the H-MG trouble, the 
toroidal field coil current must be controlled by the 
four diode rectifier banks solely. 
 
(2)  On/Off Control of the Diode Rectifier Banks 
Since the four diode rectifier banks are completely 
identical, the DC output voltages of the banks are also 
identical. It means that only four levels of the TF coil 
voltage could be selected. Then, we utilized the 
transformer tap changer in order to improve the 
flexibility in determining TF coil voltage. Here, the 

transformer tap can control the secondary voltage from 
0.95 p.u. to 1.17 p.u. compared to the present tap 
position. In the actual experiments, the tap position 
was chosen to different position from each other to 
maximize the flexibility of TF strength. 

Fig.I.2.3-3 is an example of the On/Off control in 
the diode rectifier banks. The current waveform is 
usually provided by the physics operator as a pre-
programmed form. The turn-on/off timings, which are 
the close timings of C1~C4 and the open timings of 
O1~O4, of the diode rectifier banks that could realize 
the expected toroidal field are automatically set up by 
the control system prior to the start of discharge 
sequence. 
 
2.4.  Neutral Beam Injection System 
The pulse duration of the NBI system was extended 
from 10 s to 30 s to study quasi-steady state plasmas on 
JT-60U. As for four positive-ion based (P-NBI) units 
with tangential beams, the electric power supplies and 
the beam limiters were mainly modified and the pulse 
duration was successfully extended up to 30 s with 2 
MW at 80 keV. Other seven P-NBI units with 
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Fig. I.2.3-2 Configuration of toroidal field coil power 
supply. The upper hatch shows the temporary toroidal field 
coil power supply only powered from the commercial 
power line. 



  

perpendicular beams, whose pulse durations were 10 s, 
were operated in series for 30 s in total instead of 
extending the pulse duration of each unit. The ion 
source of the negative-ion based (N-NBI) unit, whose 
target beam energy is 500 keV for 10 s, was also 
modified to reduce the heat load of the acceleration 
grids for 30 s operation at ~350 kV. The pulse duration 
was extended up to 25 s at ~ 1MW and 20 sec at 
1.6MW. The total injected energy reached up to 340 
MJ with 330MJ for P-NBI and 10MJ for N-NBI.  
 
2.4.1 Modification of Control System for NBI 
The NBI control system gives the commands of the 
outputs and timing for each power supply and the gas 
introduction systems, where the operations of all 
components are optimized to generate a high power 
neutral beam. For the long pulse operation, two timing 
sequences have been developed to achieve a high 
power injection for 30 s. One is to extend the 
acceptable sequence period of the tangential P-NBI and 
N-NBI units from 10 sec to 30 sec, where the NBI 
control system accept the commands from the JT-60 
control system (ZENKE). The other is to make it 
possible to start the sequence of perpendicular P-NBI 
units (10 sec) at any time during the 30 sec period. 
Thus, a long pulse injection of 30 sec can be obtained 
by adjusting the timing of each perpendicular unit in 
series. 
 
2.4.2 Modification of Beam Limiter 
The beam limiters are made of molybdenum and 
protect the drift duct from the divergent beam. The 
reduction in heat load onto the beam limiters is the 

critical issue to extend the pulse duration, because the 
beam limiter is not actively cooled. The temperature 
measurement of the original beam limiter indicated that 
the maximum temperature would rise up to above 750 
°C for 2MW injection for 30 s and molybdenum would 
be transformed only after several long pulse operations. 
Therefore, the shape of the beam limiter was modified 
to reduce the heat load density, and the volume was 
enlarged to decrease the temperature rise. Figure I.2.4-
1 shows the time evolution of the maximum 
temperature of both the original beam limiter and 
improved one. The solid and dotted lines are measured 
and calculation results, respectively. It is found that the 
maximum temperature remains below 520 °C for 2MW 
injection for 30 s [2.4-1]. 
 
2.4.3 Reduction of Grid Heat Load of Negative Ion 

Source 
One of main issues for extending the pulse duration of 
the negative NBI was to reduce the heat load to the ion 
source grids [2.4-2]. The large heat load to the 
grounded grid (GRG), in fact, limited the extension of 
the pulse duration. There are two causes; 
bombardments of accelerated negative ions and 
accelerated electrons stripped from negative ions. To 
reduce the electron stripping, it is necessary to decrease 
the neutral pressure in the accelerator. While the 
pressure in the ion source chamber is required to be 
more than ~0.3 Pa for negative ion production. The gas 
flows from the ion source chamber to the cryogenic 

Fig. I.2.4-1 Time evolution of temperatures for original 
and modified beam limiters at 2MW injection power. The 
solid and dotted lines are measured and simulation 
results, respectively. 
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pump through the grids. The negative ion source is 
composed of five grids; plasma grid (PLG), extraction 
grid (EXG), first acceleration grid (A1G), second 
acceleration grids (A2G) and GRG. Each grid is 
divided to five segments. Both sides of the acceleration 
grids were removed to increase the gas flow 
conductance in the accelerator column as shown in 
fig.I.2.4-2. Correspondingly, both sides of the PLG 
were masked entirely so as not to extract negative ion 
beams, which decreased the extraction surface to 73 % 
of the original area.  

Stripping losses in the ion source were estimated 
from the calculated pressure profiles in the ion source, 
where the pressure in the extractor and accelerator 
were evaluated from the grids conductance and gas 
flow rate. Figure I.2.4-3 shows the integrated stripping 
loss along beam axis calculated from the cross section 
of neutralization on this pressure profile. The stripping 
loss is mainly generated in the region between the PLG 
and A1G where the pressure is high and the cross 
section of neutralization is high due to low beam 
energy. In the figure, the stripping loss in the ion 
source is reduced from 0.22 to 0.16 (a 27% 
improvement) by increasing the vacuum conductance. 
Figure I.2.4-4 shows the measured GRG heat load 
normalized by beam power as a function of the source 
pressure (Pis). The heat load ratio is decreased from 9.2 
% to 7.0 % at 0.3 Pa after the modification. The heat 
load increases linearly with Pis, but the slope of the 
pressure dependence of the heat load became weaker 
after the modification. The pressure dependence of the 

heat load is presumed to arise from the interception of 
accelerated electrons which are created by stripping 
being intercepted on the GRG. So the improvement of 
vacuum conductance was effective in reducing the 
stripping loss. The offset of the heat load at zero 
pressure is assumed to be due to direct interception of 
divergent negative ions, which has little pressure 
dependence. Therefore the direct interception of the 
negative ion beam on the GRG is about 4.5 % and the 
stripping loss is reduced from 4.6 % to 2.6 % (a 43 % 
improvement) at 0.3Pa after the modification. By this 
modification, the pulse length of negative NBI could 
be expanded up to ~20 s at 345keV, 1.6MW power.   
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2.5.  Radio-Frequency Heating System 
Performance of the JT-60U radio-frequency (RF) 
heating system has been constantly improved to extend 
the parameter region of experiments such as 
sustainment of high performance plasmas for a few 
tens seconds. In FY 2004, major improvements of the 
JT-60U RF heating system were extending the pulse 
duration of the electron cyclotron heating (ECH) 
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system and raising the performance of the lower hybrid 
(LH) system.  
 
2.5.1 Long-Pulse Operation of the ECH System 
Extension of the pulse duration of the ECH system was 
required since the maximum duration of the JT-60U 
discharge was extended from15 s to 65 s in 2003 to 
investigate long sustained high performance plasmas. A 
tentative objective was set at the pulse duration of 30 s 
with an injected power of 0.6 MW. However, the ECH 
system was confronted with a difficulty in extending 
the pulse duration. It was a slight decay of the electron 
beam current of an oscillator gyrotron because of 
cathode cooling by electron emission. This decay 
caused abrupt termination of the gyrotron oscillation. 
Against the problem, some countermeasures were 
examined to compensate the beam current decay so as 
to keep the oscillation condition. Those were to control 
actively the magnetic field at the cavity, cathode 
temperature and electron pitch angle at the electron gun. 
Among those, in particular, we found that changing the 
electron pitch angle through controlling anode voltage 
of the gyrotron was most effective to keep the gyrotron 
oscillation, of which time response is quite faster than 
the others [2.5-1]. The electron pitch angle α is defined 
by α = v⊥ / v// , where v⊥ and v// are the velocity of the 
electron perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic 

field line, respectively. In the operation without anode 
voltage control, as shown in Fig. I.2.5-1, the oscillation 
terminated at around 10.5 s, though the immediate 
changes of the beam currents, pressure or temperature 
in the gyrotron was not observed. It seems to be out of 
the oscillation condition through changing the electron 
density or spatial distribution at the cavity due to 
decaying the electron beam current. In the operation 
with anode voltage control so as to keep the oscillation 
condition, the gyrotron oscillation was sustained for 16 
s, which was the setting time of the pulse duration, 
with increasing anode voltage by 400 V at 6 s after the 
operation start, as shown in Fig. I.2.5-1. A pulse 
duration of 16 s, in this moment, is the maximum 
operation time due to the limitation of the temperature 
rise of the DC break in the gyrotron. As a result of the 
operation way, the injected power of 1 MW for 15 s 
was obtained in combined operation of three gyrotrons, 
and a pulse duration of 45 s with 0.35 MW was 
achieved in series operation of four gyrotrons, as 
shown in Fig. I.2.5-2.   
   The temperature rise of the DC break is another 
issue for further extension of the pulse duration, as 
mentioned above. The DC break, originally made of 
Al2O3, between the body and the collector of the 
gyrotron is heated by scattered RF waves through 
diffraction loss at the outlet of the mode converter. To 
improve the excessive temperature rise of the DC break, 
Si3N4 which was developed for the ITER ECH (170 
GHz) system in place of Al2O3 was tried to one of four 
gyrotrons. The new DC break is being tested.  
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2.5.2 Performance of the LH System Having the 
Modified Launcher with Developed Carbon 
Grills  

The LH system has contributed to studies of high 
performance plasmas such as reversed shear plasmas, 
adopting a multijunction-type launcher. However, the 
launcher [2.5-2] was damaged due to excessive heat 
loads around its mouth during 10-year operation. The 
injected power gradually decreased year by year. As a 
result, thin carbon grills were developed to recover the 
power injection capability [2.5-3], because carbon 
materials have high resisting capability against heat 
load, and further less harmful influence to plasma 
performances due to low ionic charge even if the 
sublimation of the materials occurs. 
   Eight carbon grills were connected with each of 
stainless steal (SUS) grills of the original LH launcher. 
Each carbon grill consists of a SUS base frame (10 mm 
thick), an RF conductor (~0.2 mm thick) and a carbon 
grill mouth (15 mm thick). The base frame was welded 
to the original grill. The RF conductor of a thin copper 
plate was used to improve electrical contact between 
the base frame and the carbon grill mouth. Each carbon 
grill mouth was held on the base frame by 22 bolts. 
The carbon mouth will be able to change when it is 
strongly damaged, even though the arc monitor system 
protects the LH launcher mouth from RF breakdown, 
which detected light emitted from the breakdown near 
the grill and immediately shut-off RF power. 
   After the modification of the LH launcher the 
launcher conditioning was substantially progressed 
both with and without plasma in 2004 operation. 
Injected energy, so far, has reached up to ~16 MJ into 
plasma, as shown in Fig. I.2.5-3, with a low reflection 
coefficient of 5 % by adjusting plasma position. A 
pulse modulation method was used to suppress RF 
breakdown owing to outgassing through temperature 
rise of the grills. Even in the conditioning phase, it was 
found that ~60 % of the plasma current of 1 MA was 
driven by LH injection by estimating the drop in one-
turn loop voltage. The current drive efficiency is 
roughly estimated to be ~1.6 x 1019 A/W/m2, which is 
50 - 70 % of that with the original launcher, and seems 
to be improved with progressing the conditioning. 
Thus the performance of the modified launcher shows 
sufficient abilities as a high power LH launcher. The 
technical key issue was to keep sufficient electrical 

contact for the LH antenna with the carbon grills, 
therefore a thin RF contactor made of copper was 
developed and inserted between the base frame and the 
carbon grill mouth. After the conditioning operation, 
severe damage by RF breakdown was observed around 
the base frames due to insufficient works of the arc 
monitor system. However, the contactor seems to 
trigger or to continue the RF breakdown. Therefore the 
contactor should be improved not to cause RF 
breakdown.  
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2.6  Diagnostic System 
2.6.1 Infrared Imaging Video Bolometer 
An infrared (IR) imaging video bolometer (IRVB) can 
provide a wide-angle view equivalent to hundreds of 
resistive bolometers. Radiation from the plasma is 
received with a metal foil absorber and the foil 
temperature is measured with an IR camera outside the 
vessel. Radiated power can be obtained by solving the 
two-dimensional heat diffusion equation numerically at 
each point in the foil. Recent progress in IR technology 
enables the sensitivity of the imaging bolometer to 
approach to that of the conventional resistive bolometer, 
as has been successfully demonstrated in the Large 
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Helical Device [2.6-1]. A feasibility study of the 
imaging bolometer under a tokamak environment was 
initiated as a research collaboration with NIFS in 2003 
[2.6-2].  

The IRVB is illustrated schematically in Fig. I.2.6-1. 
A 2.5 microns gold absorber foil of 9 cm x 7 cm was 
shown to be durable during two years of operation with 
1800 tokamak discharges including disruptions. Taking 
advantage of the wide-angle view of the IRVB, an 
adjustment for semi-tangential view of the tokamak 
plasma was done by shifting the pinhole 15 mm 
horizontally. A radiating toroidal ring has been mapped 
and recorded onto the foil as a clear high temperature 
zone at a disruption, consistent with huge core 
radiation measured with the resistive bolometers. 
Radiation from the divertor could be identified also in 
the foil image as a thick line having toroidal curvature. 
This work was partly supported by Grants-in-Aid for 
Scientific Research of the JSPS, Nos.16560729 
/16082207. 
 
2.6.2 Real-Time Evaluation Technique of Safety Factor 

Profile 
In order to realize a real-time control system of the 
safety factor profile q(r), we developed, for the first 
time, a method to evaluate the safety factor profile in 
real-time [2.6-3] using a motional Stark effect (MSE) 
diagnostic [2.6-4]. The MSE diagnostic measures local 
magnetic pitch angles inside the plasmas. The newly 
developed method evaluates q(r) at 16 locations  
(maximum), within 10ms. A conventional method that 
solves the Grad-Shafranov equilibrium equation takes 
several tens of seconds to calculate q(r) in, although it 
is accurate. Instead of solving the Grad-Shafranov 
equation, the method employed here assumes that the 
last closed magnetic surface represents internal 

magnetic surfaces well. The q profile is calculated 
using pitch angle mapped on the internal magnetic 
surfaces. 

Figure I.2.6-2 shows a safety factor profile 
evaluated with the real-time evaluation technique, in 
comparison to that by equilibrium reconstruction. The 
safety factor profile evaluated using the real-time 
technique agrees with the accurate profile obtained 
using the equilibrium reconstruction. This evaluation 
technique has now been built into the real-time control 
system of the safety factor profile. 

 
2.6.3 Real-Time Processing of FIR Laser 

Interferometry for Long Pulse Discharges 
A real-time processing (RTP) system has been newly 
developed for the FIR laser interferometer utilizing the 
compact-PCI modules and the software on the Real 

 
Fig. I.2.6-2. Safety factor profile by real-time evaluation 
(filled circles) and by equilibrium reconstruction (open 
circles).  
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Fig. I.3.1-1 Dependence of MHD stability on a parameter 
of normalized wall location evaluated by ERATO-J 
analysis. Four cases (aspect ratio A = 2.5 and 3 with n = 1 
and 2) are compared. 

Time LINUX OS [2.6-5]. Using this system, real-time 
correction of the fringe jump error, which is required 
for density feedback control in long pulse discharges, 
has become available. As a result, reliable density 
feedback control in the long-pulse discharges has been 
realized using this new RTP system (Fig. I.2.6-3). 
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3. Design Progress of the National Centralized 
Tokamak Facility 

Two designs proposed for the National Centralized 
Tokamak facility (NCT) is assessed with respect to the 
physics requirements such as break-even class plasma, 
heating and current drive capability, MHD stability, 
divertor performance, and plasma controllability. After 
the fruitful discussions with the scientists from 
universities and industries in Japan, the machine 
parameter with wider operatio 
nal space in the plasma shape flexibility, which is 
regarded to be of importance for the achievement of 
high-β plasma, is made to be a key factor for NCT. 
Engineering design of the main components of 
superconducting TF and PF coils, vacuum vessel, in-
vessel facilities, and cryostat has been performed to 
optimize their structure from the view points of 
manufacturing processes, operation and maintenance 
feasibility. 
 
3.1 Physics Design 
The machine parameters are assessed from the view 
points of the capability to break-even class plasma, 
high-β plasma, heat and particle controllability in 
divertor, flexibility of aspect ratio and plasma shaping, 
full current drive controllability [3.1-1]. 

Break-even class plasma of equivalent QDT~1 will 
be achievable with Ip=5.5 MA, HHy2~1.4, and the 



  

neutral beam power PNB=13 MW. The consistency with 
a break-even class plasma and a high-β plasma is 
estimated, i.e., QDT

eq=1 and βN=3.5 will be 
simultaneously achieved at Ip/BT=4.5MA/2.3T, q95~3.5, 
HHy2=1.5, fGW=0.9, and NB power of 25MW. In such a 
condition, collisionless plasma with low normalized 
Larmor radius is satisfied in the range of ρ*= 
0.005~0.008, ν*= 0.01~0.1. 

The accessibility of advanced operation of high-β 
with full current drive accessibility at Ip=3 MA and  
βN=4 was estimated by the ACCOME analysis on the 
assumption of HHy2=2, q95=6.1, qmin=2.0, fGW=0.5, 
with total NB power of 25MW in the case of negative 
NB at off-axis. Current profile control by the 
combination of on-axis and off-axis beams enables 
such an advanced operation scenario. 

The advantage of low aspect ratio to the ideal MHD 
stability was evaluated by the ERATO-J code analysis 
[3.1-2]. Figure I.3.1-1 shows the dependence of the 
critical βN on a parameter of the normalized wall 
location, rw/a (rw: wall location, a: plasma minor 
radius), by n=1 and n=2 toroidal modes in the double 
null reversed shear plasma with κ95=1.8, δ95=0.4, 
qmin=2.4, and parabolic pressure profile. In general, 
critical βN is higher in smaller rw/a due to the wall 
stabilization effect. As clearly seen in the figure, the 
critical βN tends to be higher in the low aspect ratio. 

Preliminary analysis by ‘VALEN code’, under the 
collaboration with Columbia University and PPPL, was 
conducted to estimate the achievable βN with the active 
control of RWM stabilisation in the 3-dimensional 
geometry of vacuum vessel and the stabilising plates. 
The analysis indicates that the maximum achievable βN 
is about 3.8, and the limitation is brought by the weak 
coupling of the magnetic flux of the in-vessel coils 
with the plasma because of the shielding effect by the 
stabilising plates. The code analysis in the ITER 
geometry predicts that the coupling could be 
effectively enhanced if the in-vessel coils are located 
around the port duct. 

Controllability of the EC resonance for the NTM 
suppression was estimated by modified Rutherford 
equation. The minimum EC power for the stabilization 
of m/n=3/2 and 2/1 mode in the resonance of 
fundamental EC wave injected with 90 GHz, O-mode 
into the normal shear plasma with qo=1 is 0.51 MW, 
and 1.1 MW, respectively. Those requirements meet the 

present EC design. 
Simulation analysis for divertor particle and heat 

flux controllability was performed using with 
SOLDOR/NEUT2D code. In the ITER-like divertor 
configuration with long leg length, a partial 
detachment is well maintained. Parameter surveys in 
the incline angle of the divertor plate and the distance 
between the pumping duct and the hit point on the 
plate were also made in order to optimize the divertor 
geometry. On the other hand, in the optimized shape 
configuration with a low aspect ratio and a high 
triangularity, the shortening of the leg length of the 
inner divertor and the insufficient cryopanel surface 
area bring the degradation of the pumping capability 
and of the particle controllability. Further optimization 
in both the aspects of the divertor pumping and of the 
plasma shaping is required. 

 
3.2 Engineering Design 
Based on the design with wider operational space, 
structures of main components and manufacturing 
processes were reviewed to optimize the space utility 
and maintenance, especially around the midplane area. 
Whole assemble of the NCT tokamak is illustrated in 
Fig. I.3.2-1. 
 
3.2.1 TF and PF coils 
In order to ensure the space margin for the extension of 
the flexibility in the aspect ratio and plasma shape, TF 
coil was been enlarged in the vertical direction. Each 
TF coil has 114 turns to correspond the maximum BTR 
of 8.11 Tm. The numbers of turns of PF coils are 
increased to realize the maximum plasma current of 5.5 
MA for 100 s. Support structure of the CS and the 
divertor coil is unified with that of the TF coil in order 
to cancel out the mechanical stress by the 
electromagnetic force as an internal force. 
 
3.2.2 Vacuum vessel 
The total width of the double-wall is designed as 148 
mm from the view points of the reinforcement. By the 
stress analysis with FEM code the interval of the ribs is 
determined to 300 mm with the welding depth of 24 
mm. 
 
3.2.3 Stabilizer plates 
In order to compensate the thermal stress during the  
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baking of vacuum vessel, crank support structure is 
adopted. Support leg was made of SUH660 with the 
electrical insulation coating at the crank-pin and the 
joint part of crank support. Strength of such a structure 
was confirmed by the stress analysis with the 
temperature difference of 300ºC between the vacuum 
vessel. Mechanical strength was also confirmed against 
the electromagnetic force during disruption event 
including a halo current. 

 
3.2.4 Divertor 
Movable louver or sliding shutter in order to adjust the 
divertor pumping speed during the plasma discharge 
was designed. It is located in front of the cryopanel 
under private dome or outer baffle plates. The effective 
pumping speed for deuterium gas was estimated as 
100% to 10% due to the change of the conductance of 
the adjustable louver or shutter in 100 m3/s to 1 m3/s 
within the duration of about 1s. Strength of the 
structure was confirmed by the stress analysis against 
the thermal stress and the electromagnetic force. 
 
3.2.5 Cryostat 
New design of the spherical cryostat is developed in 
order to ensure the enough space for maintenance in 
the joint area with NB injection port. It consists of 
upper pan, middle vessel, lower pan and support base. 
Each block is connected by the flanges with the lip seal 
to maintain the vacuum condition. Stress analysis 
performed by a 3D-model indicates that each part of 
the cryostat satisfies the structural strength against the 
complex load from electromagnetic force and seismic 

force. 
 
3.2.6 Bending strain of Nb3Al CICC 
In order to estimate the effect of bending strain on the 
critical current (Ic) of Nb3Al cable in conduit coil 
(CICC) [3.1-3], a test facility for loading the tensile 
and compressive stresses was designed and 
manufactured. The loading test was performed on 
Nb3Al strand (strand sample) wound around the 
spring-shape holder, and two Nb3Al strands and one 
Cu wire inserted into a stainless steel conduit (triplex 
CIC sample). Ic of the strand was measured with the 
strain range from -0.86% to +0.18% at 4.2K in the 
external magnetic field of 6-11 T. The dependence 
agreeed well with the theoretical prediction by 
Durham's equation [3.1-4]. Based on those results 
some relaxation mechanism of bending strain in the 
conduit will be investigated. 
 
3.2.7 Shielding material 
The typical performance of the heat proof boron-doped 
neutron shield resin, developed last year, was examined 
[3.1-5]. The same level of the neutron shielding 
characteristic as that of polyethylene was confirmed by 
the penetration tests of 2.45 MeV DD-neutrons and of 
the continuous energy neutrons from 252Cf source. The 
heatproof temperature determined by the deflection 
load was about 300ºC. The tensile, bending, and 
compressive tests based on the JIS standard show the 
enough mechanical strength both at room temperature 
and at 250ºC. The resin is suitable for NCT to set up 
around the port section to suppress the streaming 
neutron and at the neutron shielding material for 
diagnostics systems around the vacuum vessel. 
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II  JFT-2M PROGRAM

A series of the experimental programs on the JFT-2M

was completed in the last fiscal year. In this fiscal year,

experimental data on the Advanced Material Tokamak

Experiment (AMTEX) using the reduced activation

ferritic steel (F82H), high performance experiment,

characteristics of SOL and divertor plasma and compact

toroid injection for fueling have been analyzed and

evaluated. These results were presented in the 20th

IAEA Fusion Energy Conference held at Vilamoura,

Portugal in 2004, and submitted to journals for

publication.

Concerning the AMTEX, analyses of high-beta

experiments with the Ferritic Inside Wall (FIW) facing

close to the plasma have apparently shown a wall

stabilization effect. Moreover, by using an MHD

equilibrium code in which the calculation accuracy in

plasma pressure has been improved by raising the level

of approximation for ferritic segments, it has been

confirmed that a plasma with the normalized beta value

of βN ~ 3.5 is compatible to FIW.

As part of research program for understanding

mechanism to improve plasma confinement, studies on

fluctuations of electric potential in the transport-barrier

region of H-mode have been made by collaboration

with universities etc. Results have shown that there are

two types of turbulent fluctuations, one is suppressed

when the confinement is improved and the other helps

to sustain the transport barrier. Moreover, the field

structure has been analyzed by identifying the low

frequency geodesic acoustic wave, and it has been

shown for the first time that this mode influences the

background turbulence and the turbulent particle flow.

A comparison of experimental conditions of the new H-

mode regime found in JFT-2M (HRS H-mode), which

has an attractive performance for steady-state operation,

with those of the EDA H-mode in Alcator C-Mod has

suggested that there is a common physical process

between them. On the edge plasma research, it has been

found that the heat flux to the divertor plates in the

ELM free HRS H-mode is reduced to about 15% of the

maximum heat load due to ELMs in the ELMy H-mode.

On the research for fueling by compact toroid

injection, magnetic fluctuations observed just after the

CT injection have been analyzed. Results have shown

that the fluctuation frequency approximately agrees

with that of Alfvén wave of theoretical prediction and

that the life time of CT is well reproduced by a

simulation using a slow magnetic field reconnection

model. The process of fueling by compact toroid

injection has been well understood by these results.

1.  Advanced Material Tokamak Experiment

(AMTEX) Program

The reduced activation ferritic steel is a leading

candidate of structural material for the blanket of a

fusion demonstration reactor (DEMO). However, it is

ferromagnetic material and it easily rusts in the air. Thus

the investigation of the compatibility of the ferritic steel

with plasma is important and has been investigated on

the JFT-2M tokamak step by step [1-1, 1-2]. Since 2002,

the inside vacuum vessel wall has been fully covered

with the Ferritic Inside Wall (FIW) [1-2, 1-3]. The

compatibility of the ferritic wall with high normalized

beta (βN) plasma is an important issue because high

normalized beta plasma of βN = 3.5 ~ 5.5 must be

realized for a commercially attractive fusion reactor by

using wall stabilization effect. Thus, high beta

experiments with the close wall position were carried

out by changing the plasma position in the final

experimental campaign of JFT-2M. The experimental

data has been analyzed more quantitatively in this year.

The equilibrium calculation is a key evaluation tool

for this analysis because both the normalized beta and

wall position are evaluated with this code. The

calculation without including the ferromagnetic effect

might contain systematic error because the magnetic

sensors are affected by the magnetic field from the

ferritic steel. The code including the ferromagnetic

effect was developed a few years ago, but it was
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unstable. Thus, the equilibrium code has been checked

more precisely and improved [1-4]

At first, the model of the profile of plasma current

and pressure was optimized. The realistic results were

obtained reproducibly after this modification. The

model of FIW was also improved. The ferromagnetic

effect was modeled by placing the filament current on

the surface of the wall. This method is suitable to

represent the magnetic field structure at a relatively far

region from the wall. On the other hand, the magnetic

field near the wall is sensitive to the model e.g. density

and position of the filaments. Since the probe position

(24 Bθ probes and 8 flux loops on vacuum vessel and/or

FIW) is very near to the wall, dependence of the

magnetic field strength at the probe position on the

model was investigated. After the optimization of the

model, the obtained magnetic field profile at the probe

position became more smooth and reliable. This

modification caused ~5 % increase in obtained beta

value. To investigate the separatrix position more

precisely, new method was developed last year to

measure separatrix position using two sets of the step

probe as follows [1-5, 1-6]. Two sets of double probe

with different pin length (5 mm difference) are inserted

into the plasma. Direction of the voltage is opposite for

the probes. When the probe passes across the separatrix,

the difference of the probe current becomes maximum

(see 2.3.2). The obtained peak position agreed well with

that obtained from the equilibrium calculation within ~2

mm. If the separatrix position is estimated with the code

without considering FIW, the obtained position is 12.7

mm inside the peak position. These results have shown

that the effect of the FIW is properly included in the

equilibrium code. The beta value estimated with the

code was compared with the diamagnetic signal, and a

linear relation was shown between them. It should be

noted that the comparison is not self-consistent because

the calculation of the beta vale from the diamagnetic

signal also needs the shaping factor calculated in the

equilibrium code. However, the reliability of the code

has been demonstrated for certain degree (at least for

relative value) and the improved code has been

employed in following analyses and discussions.

Figure II.1-1 shows the normalized beta just before

the collapse against the normalized wall position (rwall/a)

for all effective shots. The data obtained 2 years ago are

also shown in the figure. Due to the improvement of the

operation scenario and the hardware, the operational

region was extended to βN ~ 3.5, rwall/a ~ 1.25. Thus, the

compatibility of the FIW with DEMO-relevant high

normalized beta plasma was demonstrated [1-4].

Scattering of the data is considered to be attributed by

the difference in pressure and temperature profiles,

caused by the difference in the electron density, the wall

condition and so on.

To investigate the wall effect, discharges with

similar condition were carefully chosen. They were

taken on a same day with keeping radiation level at ~

300 kW during full power NB injection of 1.6 MW. The

electron density is ne/nGW ~ 0.5 for co-injection phase

and collapse occurs at ne/nGW ~ 0.6, where nGW is the

Greenwald density. Other parameters related to plasma

stability are summarized in Table II.1-1. The parameters

are almost reproducible. Another important feature is

the behavior of soft X-ray profiles before the collapse.

In this series of experiment, a sharp outward shift of the

profile was observed, which was clearly different from

the behavior of tearing mode disruption. These data

suggested that the target plasmas and mechanism of the

Table II.1-1 Comparison of plasma parameters of three
discharges for investigating the stabilization effect of FIW.

99925 99932 99917

rwall/a 1.48 1.36 1.26

Raxis (m) 1.35 1.38 1.39

ne/nGW 0.56 0.66 0.62

li 0.67 0.74 0.74

q95 3 3 3

Prad (kW) 300 260 330

Hα (a.u.) 0.9 0.75 0.88
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Fig. II.1-2. Time evolutions of normalized beta for similar

plasma condition but different in wall position



collapse were almost reproducible and only the wall

position was scanned. Figure II.1-2 shows time

evolution of the normalized beta for discharges shown

in Table II.1-1. The waveforms are almost identical

before 480 ms. A plasma in the configuration closer to

FIW survives longer, and thus, reaches the higher

normalized beta. It might correspond to the wall

stabilization effect. A Clear difference was observed in

magnetic probe signal [1-3, 1-4]. In both cases, n=1

mode (n is toroidal mode number) was observed with

eight Bθ probes toroidally distributed at outer mid-plane

as shown in Fig. II.1-3. The position of the mode

locking is reproducible, which means that the mode

locking is related to the external error field. In order to

compare growth rate, the difference between signal

intensities of two magnetic probes located toroidally on

the opposite side is plotted in Fig. II.1-3(a) for the 3

discharges. The growth rate was estimated from the

gradient and summarized in Fig. II.1-3(b) as a function

of rwall/a. The growth rate is smaller for the closer wall

position. Similar to the resistive wall without

ferromagnetism, reduction of the growth rate from the

Alfvén time scale to wall time constant (a few

milliseconds) was observed with ferritic wall. Thus, it

has been concluded that the ferromagnetic wall shows

similar behavior as normal resistive wall and the

adverse effect related to ferromagnetism is not observed

at least in this experimental condition. It should be

noted that the thickness of the ferritic steel in this

experiment (~10 mm) is much smaller than that of

DEMO, but the normalized effect is expected to be

comparable because of the larger minor radius and the

strong toroidal field in DEMO. Thus, the compatibility

of the ferritic wall with reactor-relevant high

normalized-beta plasmas has been demonstrated.
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2. High Performance Experiments

2.1 Study of H-Mode Physics

The analysis of the experimental data of JFT-2M made a

progress on the confinement physics of the tokamak

plasma under the collaboration with the Univ. of Tokyo

and the National Institute for Fusion Science.

On the study of the stability of the edge transport

barrier (ETB) during the H-mode, some characteristic

electrostatic MHD oscillations were found. The typical

H-mode in JFT-2M evolves in time as the three stages

as 1) ELM-free H-mode, then 2) slightly degraded H’-

mode, and at last 3) EDA-like H-mode. In the third

stage, the ETB seems steady for a few hundred

milliseconds in a high recycle edge state. We studied the

characteristic MHD instabilities at the ETB during each

stage [2.1-1, 2.1-2]. In the ELM-free phase, as the ETB

pressure increases, reflectometer measurement shows an
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appearance of characteristic electrostatic multi-modes

which have frequencies around 150-200 kHz. Only the

modes with high toroidal mode number around 8~11 are

unstable, the feature of which is similar to that of a

ballooning mode [2.1-3]. The mode frequencies

decrease continuously as the mode glows and in the

successive H’-mode phase, the modes seems to unite to

a single quasi-coherent mode of frequency ~70 kHz. In

the high recycle EDA-like H-mode phase during which

the edge Dα level is high, the glowing electrostatic

quasi-coherent mode co-exists with the higher

frequency electromagnetic mode of ~300 kHz.

Remarkably different part in the density fluctuation

spectra between the ELM-free H-mode and the H’-

mode is attributed to the quasi-coherent mode. By the

heavy ion beam probe (HIBP) measurement the plasma

potential at the ETB fluctuates with the quasi-coherent

mode frequency during the H’-phase and the radial

electric field is found to be reduced. Therefore, the

quasi-coherent mode seems to decrease the radial

electric field and degradation of the confinement occurs,

which may contribute to the steadiness of the ETB

during the H’-mode. Thus a control of these MHD

instabilities at the ETB is found to be very important to

improve the quality or steadiness of the H-mode. Also,

it has been found that suppression of the turbulent

density fluctuations below ~50 kHz in the ETB is a

feature of these H-modes when compared to the L-mode

[2.1-1].

We found a low frequency electrostatic coherent

mode of 10-15 kHz in the Ohmic heating phase [2.1-4]

and in the L-mode phase [2.1-5]. The characteristic

mode is identified as the geodesic acoustic mode

(GAM) which has a large wave length along the

poloidal direction, and is a kind of the zonal flow. The

GAM and the zonal flow have grown to important

topics to study the mechanism of the transport

improvement (at the internal transport barrier (ITB)) or

of the reduction of the anomalous transport induced by

the plasma turbulence. We clarified the structure of the

electric field of the GAM [2.1-5]. The GAM seemed to

interact with the background turbulence in

parametric/modulational nonlinear fashion [2.1-4] and

the power of the density fluctuation (background

turbulence) was found to fluctuate with the potential

fluctuation of the GAM (Fig.II.2.1-1) [2.1-5].
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2.2  High Recycling Steady H-Mode

Finding alternative scenarios to Type-I ELMy H-mode

operation is a key area of research for current tokamaks.

A new attractive operational regime without any large

ELMs, “High Recycling Steady (HRS)” H-mode regime,

was discovered in the JFT-2M tokamak that had many

similarities to EDA H-mode regime on Alcator C-Mod

[2.2-1~6]. To compare the properties, fluctuation

behavior and access conditions of these regimes, a

series of parameter scans were carried out in q95-νe
*

Fig.II.2.1-1 The interaction of the GAM and the

background turbulent density fluctuations in the edge

region of the core plasma measured by HIBP. (a) GAM

potential. (b) Spectra of the density fluctuation. (c) GAM

potential (time expanded) (d) density fluctuation.



space under the matched plasma shape condition of

κ~1.5 and δ~0.5 as shown in Fig. II.2.2-1. Here, the

normalized electron collisionality νe
* in the plasma edge

region near the pedestal top is defined as the ratio of

collision frequency to the bounce frequency as νe
* ≡

6.9×10-18q95RnelnΛ/(Te
2ε3/2), where R is major radius, ne

is electron density, lnΛ is Coulomb logarithm, Te is

electron temperature, and ε is inverse aspect ratio. As a

result, a striking similarity of access conditions was

seen as shown in Fig. II.2.2-2. On both devices, most

ELMy H-mode regime having large ELMs was clearly

classified as the collisionless regime of νe
*<1. On the

contrary, HRS/EDA regimes are found to be a high

collisionality phenomena of νe
*≥1. A “Mixture” regime

exists near the operational boundary at around νe
*~1. At

higher q95 (~5) on JFT-2M, it seems to be more easily to

access the pure “HRS” regime at around νe
*~1, while

the “Mixture” regime extends its operational regime

toward a high collisionality regime of νe
*≥1 at lower q95

(~3). These results imply the importance of both q95 and

νe
* to understand the access conditions for the

HRS/EDA regimes. On the other hand, several

differences in the edge fluctuations were found. Detail

comparison will be reported in the near future.
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2.3 Study on Divertor and Scrape-Off Plasma

2.3.1 Comparison between Divertor Heat Loads in

ELMy H-mode and HRS H-mode

Recently, HRS H-mode [2.3-1] was shown to strongly

reduce the ELM activity, and thus to have a potential for

eliminating the severe ELM heat load on the divertor

target. We compared the divertor heat load between the

ELMy H-mode and the HRS H-mode [2.3-2].

Figures II.2.3-1(a) and (b) show time evolutions of

Dα emission in the divertor (Dα-div), electron

temperature (Te) and ion saturation current (Is) around

the strike points on the divertor targets at ELMy and

HRS H-mode discharges. During the ELM event, Te and

Is increases by 2~4 and 5~6 times, respectively

Fig. II.2.2-1. Comparison of plasma shape between JFT-
2M and C-Mod

Fig. II.2.2-2. Comparison of operational regime in q95-νe
*

space between JFT-2M and C-Mod.



compared with that just before its generation. This result

shows that large heat and particle fluxes arrive abruptly

on the divertor targets. On the other hand, a transition to

the HRS H-mode occurs at t ~ 0.645 sec after a brief

ELM-free phase with enhanced Dα emission. The

electron temperature remains at a low level (~10 eV),

whereas Is increases in a manner similar to the Dα

enhancement. These findings show that the heat load in

the HRS H-mode is induced dominantly by an

enhancement of particle transport.

For the ELMy H-mode and HRS H-mode, the heat

load (Γheat) on the divertor target is evaluated from γJsTe,

where Js is the ion saturation current density. The heat

transmission coefficient γ is assumed to have a value of

7 [2.3-3]. It may change depending on the NBI power

[2.3-4]. However, we consider that the change in the

experiments is small because of the relatively low NBI

power of 1.1-1.4 MW. As a result, the heat flux in the

HRS H-mode phase becomes Γheat ~0.3 MW/m2 around

the strike points. It corresponds to ~15% of the peak

value during an ELM event. From this result, we have

confirmed an attractive feature of lower heat load in the

HRS H-mode than that in the ELMy H-mode.

2.3.2 Direct identification of magnetic surface by the

step probe in JFT-2M

In tokamaks magnetic surfaces are estimated from the

magnetic measurement by using magnetic probes

equipped on the vacuum vessel with aid of the tokamak

equilibrium code. However, the calculated results would

contain a systematic error when ferritic steel, which

affect the magnetic measurement, is installed near the

magnetic probe. The deviation of the separatrix position

is estimated to be about 15 mm outer to the low field

side than the calculation without considering the ferritic

steel. In order to identify the deviation experimentally,

we measured the absolute location of the separatrix

directly by using two sets of the step probe, which is a

double probe having a long and a short electrodes. The

probe current of the step probe is expressed as

€ 

i =
α −1
2

+
α +1
2

tanh(ηB − Δηs − ln(α )
2

)     (II.2.3-1)

where α=nc/ns, ηB=eVB/kTe, Δηs=ΔVs/kTe, and nc, ns is

the density of core and the SOL plasma, respectively,

VB is the difference of the two step probe voltages, ΔVs

is the difference of the space potential between the core

and SOL plasma. Negative bias voltage to the long

electrode so as to ηB >> Δηs and positive bias voltage to

the short one so as to ηB >> Δηs are applied alternately.

The time evolution of two probe currents is detected

with the current probes, and the difference of them is

measured. The difference of the probe currents has a

peak when the probe head passes across the separatrix.

The separatrix position was measured by jogging the

plasma so as the step probe head to cross the separatrix.

The measurement has shown that the observed

separatrix point is shifted 12.7 mm outward from that

calculated with the equilibrium code EQFIT. On the

other hand, it had been found that the correlation of the

floating potential fluctuations disappears at the

separatrix position when they are measured with one set

of the step probe. We measured the correlation by using

the two sets of the step probe mentioned here. The result

has indicated that the separatrix position is shifted 12.5

mm outward from the calculation one, which supports

the result using the probe current measurement [2.3-5].
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Fig. II.2.3-1 Time evolutions of the Dα emission in the

divertor (Dα-div), electron temperature (Te) and ion

saturation current (Is) around the strike points on the

divertor targets at ELMy and HRS H-mode discharges.

Experimental conditions are Ip=0.24-0.27 MA, Bt=1.6 T,

q95=2.6-2.7, ne=4-5 x1019 m-3 and PNBI = 1.1-1.4 MW at

lower single plasmas. (From Ref. [2.3-2]).



2.4  Compact Toroid Injection

Compact toroid (CT) injection is an advanced method

of the particle fueling into the plasma, and has been

investigated on JFT-2M with collaboration between

JAERI and University of Hyogo (former Himeji

Institute of Technology), and Hokkaido University. In

2004, we have studied the magnetic fluctuation induced

just after the CT injection because the magnetic

fluctuation is possibly concerned with the fueling

process of CT. This fluctuation is observed after the CT

injection and lasts for 30 – 40 µs corresponding to the

time scale Δτinj of CT injection. Time-frequency

analysis has shown that this magnetic fluctuation has

the maximum spectral amplitude at 250 - 350 kHz. It

had been found that Alfvén wave was excited by the CT

injection [2.4-1]. The Alfvén frequency fA is given by fA

= vA/(2πqR), where q is a safety factor and vA is the

Alfvén speed B/(µ0m)1/2. In a typical case of vA ~ 6 ×

106 m/s, q = 2 - 3 and R ~ 1.5 m, fA is 210 – 320 kHz,

which is well agreed with the observed frequency.

Figure II.2.4-2 shows contour plots of the profile of

toroidal and poloidal magnetic field measured with

magnetic probes. The fluctuation excited by the injected

CT propagates first in the toroidal direction (total

toroidal length: 2πqR = 8-10 m) within a few µs, and

then its response can be also seen in the poloidal

direction after ~10 µs. As shown by the time-expanded

figure in Fig. II.2.4-2, the fluctuation propagates

toroidally in both clockwise (CW) and counter-

clockwise (CCW) directions at a velocity vφ ~ 3-4×106

m/s. Such a fast propagation velocity in the toroidal

direction agrees with vA, but is two order of magnitude

larger than the ion thermal speed vth of CT ~ 3×104 m/s,

where we assume that the ion temperature is equal to

the conductivity electron temperature Te.cond ~ 10 eV as

calculated from the resistive decay time τR of ~20 µs

[2.4-2]. These results suggest that the CT could deposit

its fuel particles along the magnetic field line at first

through the resistive decay process of the magnetic field

and/or the β-limit collapse possibly caused by the

compression due to the tokamak field pressure [2.4-3].
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Fig. II.2.4-1 Time evolution of the edge magnetic

fluctuation induced by CT injection and its time-

frequency spectrum analyzed by Wavelet transform.

Fig. II.2.4-2 Time evolution of poloidal (top) and toroidal

(second) profile contours of the edge magnetic

fluctuations before and after CT injection. Time-

expanded figure of the toroidal profile is also shown

(bottom). A toroidal propagation velocity vφ of the

fluctuation is estimated to be ~ 3×106 m/s.



III. THEORY AND ANALYSIS

The principal objective of theoretical and analytical

studies is to understand the physics of tokamak plasmas.

Much progress was made in transport simulation of

current hole plasma, role of low order rational q-values

in the ITB events, the theory of Alfven eigenmodes in

tokamaks and current spike behaviour of disruptive

plasma, external MHD modes, which is the basis of

resistive wall mode (RWM) and MHD ballooning mode

stabilization by plasma rotation.

Progress has been made in the NEXT (Numerical

EXperiment of Tokamak) project to investigate complex

physical processes in transport and MHD phenomena.

Formation of zonal flow and streamer in the toroidal

electron temperature gradient (ETG) turbulence was

examined in detail. Confinement improvement was

shown by controlling the zonal flow driven by the ion

temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence. The formation

and sustaining process of current hole are shown by the

MHD simulation.

1. Confinement and Transport

1.1  Transport Simulation of Current Hole Plasma

　　In JT-60U

Profile formation and sustainment of the current hole

(CH) plasma have been investigated by using 1.5D

transport simulations. A model of the current limit
inside the CH on the basis of the Axisymmetric Tri-
Magnetic-Islands equilibrium is introduced into the
transport simulation. We found that a transport model
with the sharp reduction of anomalous transport in the
reversed-shear (RS) region can reproduce the time
evolution of profiles observed in JT-60U. Figure III.1.1-

1(a) and (b) show profiles of Ti, Te, ne, j and q at 2 s

after the simulation start. Each profile agrees well with

the experimental one. The internal transport barrier
(ITB) is formed in the RS region. Inside the CH region,

profiles of Ti, Te and ne are nearly flat. A radius at the

ITB foot position, ρf, is almost the same as that at the

minimum q surface, ρqmin. The transport becomes
neoclassical-level in the RS region, which results in the
autonomous formation of profiles with ITB and CH.
The ITB width and the energy confinement inside the
ITB agree well with JT-60U scalings. The plasma with
small bootstrap current fraction shrinks due to the
penetration of inductive current. This shrink is

prevented and the CH size can be controlled by the
appropriate external current drive (CD). The CH plasma
is found to respond autonomically to the external CD
[1.1-1].

Fig. III.1.1-1 Profiles of (a) Ti, Te, ne, and (b) j, q at 2 s after

simulation start. Symbols denote experimental data points.
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1.2 Role of Rational q-values in the ITB Events in

Reverse Shear Plasmas

  Non-local confinement bifurcations inside and around

internal transport barriers (ITBs) with a ms timescale

(ITB events) have previously been found in JT-60U

reverse shear (RS) and high-βp plasmas. ITB events are

observed as the simultaneous rise and decay of the

electron temperature Te in two zones. They are created

by an abrupt non-local reduction (or increase) of heat

flux inside 30-40% of the minor radius. Under sufficient

neutral beam power PNB (above ~8MW for the Ip/BT =

1.2-1.5MA/3.8T pulses described below), ITB events

were previously detected at various qmin values (qmin is

the minimum safety factor in the RS configuration).

However, the role of qmin equal to 3.5, 3, 2.5, 2 is not

obvious for ITB formation. We here focus on new

features of ITB evolution near low-order-rational values

of qmin. The formation of a stronger ITB and its further

splitting into two radially separated ITBs is described.

These ITBs are located in both positive and negative

shear zones of a plasma with L-mode edge. The



similarity of space-time evolution of the electron

temperature Te and the ion temperature Ti at sufficient

power is highlighted (even when the variation is

significant and complicated in space and time). Within

errorbars, ITB splitting occurs as qmin passes through 2.5.

The similarity of space-time evolution of Te and Ti

suggests a similarity in the qualitative behavior of

electron and ion heat diffusivities in time and space. The

temporal formation of an ITB in the zone with small

positive shear, while qmin passes through 3 (after

periodical improvements and degradations via ITB

events with 8 ms period) in H-mode, with PNB = 8MW,

is described. At lower powers, ITB events are observed

only near rational values of qmin. In weak RS shots with

PNB = 4MW, transport is reduced via ITB events during

0.08 s at qmin = 3.5, and repetitive short-term phases of

reduced transport are observed as qmin passes through 3.

The behavior of Ti looks different. The difference in Te

and Ti evolution, which was detected regularly under

low power, probably indicates a decoupling of Te and Ti

transport. [1.2-1].
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2. MHD Stability

2.1  Development of the theory of Alfven   

    eigenmodes in tokamaks

New magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) phenomena with

upward frequency-sweeping  named Alfvén Cascades

(ACs) were revealed recently on  JT-60U and JET in

discharges with non-monotonic safety factor (reversed

magnetic shear, (RS)) and significant population of the

hot ions. The first theoretical description of ACs was

given in the paper [Berk et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.  87,

185002 (2001)], where radial localization of Alfvén

Eigenmode (AE) was provided by the non-resonant

response of hot ion population. Another mode localizing

toroidal MHD effect was considered by Breizman et al.

[Phys. Plasmas  10, 3649 (2003)].

  We extended the theory of AE in RS tokamak

plasmas (RSAE) by incorporating the effect of thermal

plasma density gradient taken from theory of cylindrical

Global Alfvén Eigenmodes (GAE) and kinetic (finite

ion Larmor radius) effects from theory of  Kinetic

Toroidicity induced Alfvén Eigenmodes (KTAE).

  It was shown that the localization  effect of thermal

plasma density gradient on AC mode can be stronger

than the toroidal MHD effect as squared aspect ratio.

Thus, the Alfvén Cascade modes can be theoretically

demonstrated in cylindrical geometry approximation.

Then the  role of thermal plasma density gradient can

be dominant if the localization effect of  density

gradient of  large orbit hot ions  is sufficiently weak.

This effect was found to be localizing for the mode

numbers satisfying the condition qmin>m/n and

delocalizing otherwise. The shift of the localization

region of the eigenmodes and the eigenfrequency shift

caused by the thermal plasma density gradient were

found to be sufficiently small. [2.1-1]

  Taking into account the finite ion Larmor radius

(kinetic) effects in Alfvén mode  equation allows us to

predict a new branches of these modes called the

Kinetic Reversed-Shear Alfven Eigenmodes (KRSAEs).

These modes are shown to posses the features of Alfven

Cascades even for homogeneous thermal plasma density

in cylindrical geometry approximation. It was found

that for existence of the radially localized  mode

structure the requirements on the hot ion density and its

gradient are less strict than those for traditional RSAE.

Thus it is possible that KRSAE can be more unstable

than original RSAE. [2.1-2]

  We studied continuum damping of RSAE and

calculated rigorously the damping rate. The damping

rate depends in a complex way on the hot ion density

and its gradient. Therefore the damping condition

should modify RSAE onset threshold as well. [2.1-3]

In the approximation of the large orbits of hot ions

the dominant hot ion contribution to the RSAE equation

comes from the electrons compensating the charge of

the fast ions (indirect fast ion effect on the mode).  

Incorporating this effect in the theoretical description of

the TAE modes in discharges with monotonic (positive)

shear revealed new varieties of TAEs with different

energy, eigenfrequency and parity of the modes. [2.1-4,

2.1-5]

The cross field drift of the compensating electrons

was shown to be of crucial importance in the theory of

Energetic Particle Mode (EPM) to provide

quasineutrality of perturbations. In the limiting case

when compensating electron effect is dominant, the

unstable EPM modes were found to be substituted by



the new kind of eigenmodes, called Compensating

Electron Alfven Eigenmodes which are heavily damped

due to continuum dissipation and resonance interaction

with  fast ions. Therefore in general, the picture of

Alfven instabilities excited by energetic ions in

discharges with monotonic safety factor is more

favorable than that predicted by the EPM theory. [2.1-6]
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2.2  TSC Simulation on Current Spike Behavior of   
    JT-60U Disruptive Plasmas
Characteristics and underlying mechanisms for plasma

current spikes, which have been frequently observed

during the thermal quench of JT-60U disruptions, were

investigated by simulations of  Tokamak Simulation

Code (TSC) including the passive shell effects of the

vacuum vessel. Positive shear and reversed shear (PS

and RS) plasmas were shown to have various features

of the current spike in the experiments, e.g. an

impulsive increase in the plasma current (positive spike)

in the majority of thermal quenches, while sudden

decrease (negative spike) that has been excluded from

past consideration as an exception. It was clarified for

the first time that the shell effects, which become

significant especially at a strong pressure drop due to

the thermal quench of high βp plasmas, play an

important role in the current spike in accordance with

the relation of the radial location between the initial

plasma equilibria and the vacuum vessel. As a

consequence, a negative current spike may appear when

the plasma is positioned much further out than the

geometric centre of the vacuum vessel, whereas a

positive current spike may appear when the plasma is

positioned much more inward than the vacuum vessel

centre (a broken line in Fig.III.2.2-1). It was also

pointed out that a further lowering of the internal

inductance, in contradiction to previous interpretation

made in the past, is a plausible candidate for the

mechanism for positive current spikes observed even in

the RS plasmas (arrows in Fig.III.2.2-1). The new

interpretation of the shell effects and the abrupt change

of the current profile enables us to reason out the whole

character and the underlying mechanism for a variety of

current spikes of major disruptions as well as the minor

disruptions in JT-60U [2.2-1].

  
Fig. III.2.2-1 Normalized current spikes δÎp (=δIp/Ip0)
observed in JT-60U PS (●) and RS (▲) disruptive discharges
versus plasma radial position RJ. The broken line indicates a
TSC simulation. Notice that the abrupt change in the current
profile due to the ‘magnetic braiding’ (denoted by arrows),
together with the newly found shell effects due to the βp drop
(denoted by the broken line), explains the whole character of
the current spikes observed in JT-60U disruption experiments.
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2.3  Critical β Analyses with Ferromagnetic and
　　　Wall Geometry Effects

The critical beta, that is limited by Alfvén wave time

scale external kink mode, is shown to be decreased by

ferromagnetic effect by about 8 % for m/m0~2, m and

m0 denote the permeability of ferromagnetic wall and

vacuum, respectively, for tokamak of aspect ratio 3. The

existence of the stability window for resistive wall

mode opened by both effects of the toroidal plasma

rotation and the plasma dissipation, which was not

observed for high aspect ratio tokamak, is found for

tokamak of aspect ratio 3. The effect of ferromagnetism

on them is also investigated.　The critical beta analyses

of NCT (National Centralized Tokamak) plasma using

VALEN code are started with stabilizing plate and

vacuum vessel geometry with finite resistivity, and the



results for passive effect of stabilizing plate are obtained.

The calculations including stabilizing effect of the

vacuum-vessel and also active feedback control are also

performed for present design of NCT plasma.

Fig. III.2.3-1  Growth rate and mode frequency as a function
of the normalized wall radius for three relative permeability
where the toroidal rotation velocity is 0.5 times poloidal Alfvn
velocity.
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2.4   Stability Analysis of External MHD Modes by
the 2-D Newcomb Equation

The theory of the Newcomb equation has been applied

to low-n external modes in a tokamak and a method has

been developed for computing the stability matrix that

gives the change of plasma potential energy due to

external modes in terms of the surface values of the

perturbations[2.4-1]. By using this method, the spectral

properties of the ideal external modes have been

elucidated, such as the coupling between external

modes and internal modes, and the difference in the

stability properties between a normal shear tokamak and

a reversed shear tokamak. These results will also be

useful in the stability analysis of resistive wall modes.
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2.5  Rotational Stabilization of High-n Ballooning   

Modes

A ballooning perturbation in a toroidally rotating

tokamak is expanded by square-integrable

eigenfunctions of an eigenvalue problem associated

with ballooning modes in a static plasma[2.5-1]. A

special weight function is chosen such that the

eigenvalue problem has only the discrete spectrum. The

eigenvalues evolve in time owing to toroidal rotation

shear, resulting in a countably infinite number of

crossings among them. The crossings cause energy

transfer from an unstable mode to the infinite number of

stable modes; such a transfer works as the stabilization

mechanism of the ballooning modes. A simple analytic

formula is derived for estimating the toroidal rotation

shear required to stabilize the ballooning mode.
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3. Numerical Experiment of Tokamak (NEXT)
3.1  Structure Formations in Toroidal ETG

Turbulence

Using a gyrokinetic toroidal particle code with global

profile effects, the toroidal electron temperature

gradient driven (ETG) turbulence in positive and

reversed shear tokamaks is studied. In the simulation,

initial saturation levels of the ETG mode are consistent

with the mixing length theory, which shows a Bohm

(gyro-Bohm) like ρ*-scaling for a ballooning type (slab

like) ETG mode in a positive (reversed) shear

configuration, where ρ* is the electron Larmor radius ρte

divided by the minor radius a. In a realistic small ρ*

positive shear configuration, the ETG mode has a

higher saturation level than the large ρ* positive shear

configuration and the reversed shear configuration. In

the nonlinear turbulent state, the ETG turbulence in the

Fig. III.3.1-1 Contour plots of the electrostatic potential

observed in ETG turbulence simulations in (a) positive and (b)

reversed shear configurations.
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 positive and reversed shear configurations shows quite

different structure formations. In the positive shear

configuration, the ETG turbulence is dominated by

streamers which have a ballooning type structure, and

the electron temperature Te profile is quickly relaxed by

an enhanced heat transport in a turbulent time scale. In

the reversed shear configuration, zonal flows are

produced in the negative shear region, while the

positive shear region is characterised by streamers.

Accordingly, the electron thermal diffusivity χe has a

gap structure across the qmin surface, and the Te gradient

is sustained above the critical value reversed shear

tokamaks.
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3.2  Confinement Improvement by Control of
Zonal Flow Behavior

Based on global Landau-fluid ion temperature gradient

(ITG) driven turbulence simulations, it is found that

plasma confinement can be improved by control of

zonal flow behavior[3.2-1,3.2-2]. Zonal flows are

almost stationary in a low safety factor (q) region and

suppress turbulent transport effectively. On the other

hand, the zonal flows are oscillatory in a high q region.

The oscillatory zonal flows cannot suppress the ITG

turbulence effectively. Thus the stationary zonal flows

in the low q region are favorable for plasma

confinement.

Fig. III.3.2-1 Radial profile of time averaged heat flux. The
heat flux in 0.4<r/a<0.7 for the q profile shown in Fig. 2(a)
(solid line) is reduced compared to that for the q profile shown
in Fig. 2(b) (dashed line) due to expansion of the stationary
zonal flow region.

Therefore it is expected that when q profile has a broad

low q region, the turbulent transport is suppressed in a

broad region by the stationary zonal flows. Figure 1

shows radial profile of time averaged turbulent heat flux

for the q profiles shown in Fig. 2. In the case with the q

profile having a wider low q region shown in Fig.

III.3.2-2(a), the heat flux is reduced in a broad region

compared to that for the q profile shown in Fig. III.3.2-

2(b). This result indicates that the turbulent transport

can be controlled through the control of the zonal flow

behavior by the q profile.

Fig. III.3.2-2 The q profiles used in the calculations: (a)
5.3)/(205.1 arq +=  and (b) 2)/(205.1 arq +=
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3.3 Formation of Current Hole by Pair Vortex

Motion

Some negative currents should be driven in the central

region of the tokamak by bootstrap current and off-axis

current drive when the amplitude of driven current is

large enough. Once a surface with a zero poloidal

magnetic field appears, however, a toroidal equilibrium

is lost and any static state cannot exist. Plasma motion

along the horizontal direction occurs by the force

unbalance between the inside and outside of the torus. A

pair of vortices with counter rotation grows in this case.

Once the vortex rotation grows enough, plasma flow

across a poloidal magnetic field produces an effective

electric field, which almost cancel out a negative one-

turn voltage. the plasma current profile is kept flat by

this convective motion. We investigate the growth of

this convective motion and find the appearance of the

flat current profile, the formation of a current hole, by

resistive MHD simulations[3.3-1]. After the current hole



is formed, additional current drive to the central

becomes difficult by the plasma flow. This process is

considered as an inverse process of a dynamo effect

observed in RFP plasma and geophysics.
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IV. FUSION REACTOR DESIGN STUDY

1.   Reactor Design Study

1.1  Conceptual Design of Fusion DEMO Plant

Recent reactor design activity at the Japan Atomic

Energy Research Institute has been mainly focused on

fusion DEMO plant which is placed beyond ITER. The

DEMO plant aims to demonstrate 1) an electric power

generation of 1 GW level, 2) self-sufficiency of T fuel,

3) year-long continuous operation. At the same time,

DEMO should present an economical prospect for

commercialization. To meet the requirements, three

options with different capabilities of CS are considered :

1) the "Slim CS" option, being capable of providing

sufficient Ampare-turns for plasma shaping but

supplying a V-sec limited to Ip ramp-up to 3.8 MA; 2)

the "Full CS" option, being capable of plasma shaping

and V-sec supply enough to reach the flattop plasma

current, like conventional tokamaks; 3) the "CS-less"

option, having no CS functions but the most compact

reactor size. The "CS-less" option corresponds to

VECTOR concept [1.1-1] . The parameters comparison

between those three options is shown in Table IV.-1.-1.

Table IV.-1.1 Parameter for CS-less, slim CS and full CS

options

CS-less Slim CS Full CS
Rp (m) 5.1 5.5 6.5
A (m) 2.1 2.1 2.1

A 2.5 2.6 3.1
κ 2.1 2.0 1.9
δ 0.34 0.44 0.5

BT/Bmax(T) 5.6/18.2 6.0/16.4 6.8/14.6
Ip (MA) 17.4 16.7 15.0

q95 4.5 5.6 5.1
βN 4.8 4.3 3.9
HH 1.3 1.3 1.3

n/nGW 0.94 0.98 1.0
Pfus 3.0 3.0 3.0

Pn(MW/m2) 3.7 3.5 3.0
Q 48 52 54

Weight
(tons)

15,700 17,500 23,900

Among these three options, "Slim CS" is being

considered to be the prime option in view of the tradeoff

between required technologies especially in in plasma

physics and the reactor size. In this sense, "Slim CS" is

a design compromise on the advanced commercial

reactor VECTOR. This option shown in Fig. IV.-1-1

produces the fusion output of 3 GW with the major

radius of 5.5 m, the aspect ratio of 2.6, the normalized

beta of 4.3 and the maximum field of 16.4 T. The

estimated reactor weight is lighter than other

conventional tokamak reactors, suggesting an economic

advantage. The plant uses rather conservative

technologies such as Nb3Al superconductor, water-

cooled solid breeder blanket, low activation ferritic steel

as the structural material and tungsten monoblock

divertor plate.
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1.2  Current Ramp Simulation for CS-less

Tokamak Reactor

Simulation study on internal transport barrier (ITB) of

tokamak plasma has been carried out in the aspect of

reactor design study.

  A non-inductive current ramp-up, which is necessary

to start up a CS-less tokamak　like VECTOR, was

investigated with the TSC code [1.2-1,1.2-2]. It was

shown that a cooperative linkage between the non-

inductive current and ITB-generated bootstrap (BS)

current exhibited a recurrence of positive and negative

shear profiles when a CDBM (current diffusive

balloning mode) model was adpted in the simulation. In

addition, another cooperative linkage between BS

current and the resulting modulated magnetic shear

showed an oscillatory current ramp for highlly BS

current-driven plasmas. Figure IV.-1.2-1 shows the

Fig. IV.1-1 Conceptual view of DEMO "slim CS" option

plasma



consequent zero magnetic shear profile arising from the

oscillation. It was shown that a profile misalignment

between the BS current and the magnetic shear gave rise

to these oscillatory behaviors.

Fig. IV.1.2-1   Flattened shear profile over wide region of 0
< ρ < 0.6 and inward drifting negative loop voltage, arising
from cooperative link between BS current and BS current-
modulated shear profile. Shear profile is widely supressed to
nearly “ZERO”, avoiding Current Hole formation.
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2. Waste Management Study
2.1 Nitrogen Concentration of F82H for Shallow

Land Burial

Reduced activation ferritic steel (F82H) is considered to

be the prime structural material for fusion DEMO plant.

The relation between nitrogen concentration in F82H

and the waste classification of the used F82H was

assessed. Previously, neutronics assessment indicated

that nitrogen concentration should be as low as 20 ppm

to dispose of most of the used F82H by shallow land

burial. This is because nitrogen can produce carbon-14

which plays a critical role in waste classification. Such a

low nitrogen concentration can adversely affect

toughness and creep strength of F82H. Thus, nitrogen

concentration of 100-200 ppm is required on the

material side. In order to find a good compromise and

provide a guide line for the material development, the

allowable concentration ratio of nitrogen for the shallow

land burial was estimated with neutronics codes. The

result indicates that most of the used F82H can be

qualified to be disposed by shallow land burial when

95%-enriched nitrogen-15 is used at 100 ppm in F82H

fabrication instead of nitrogen with natural abundance.

2.2  Waste Assessment for D-3He Reactor [2.2-1]

Quantitative comparison of waste was carried out for D-

T fuel and D-3He fuel fusion reactors. There is an

opinion that D-3He reactors produce much smaller

amount of waste than D-T reactors. However, our waste

assessdment indicates that the D-3He reactor will not

necessarily have an advantage of reducing the

radioactive waste although the reactor is widely

believed to reduce the load on the environment

compared with a D-T reactor because of its very low

neutron yield. Our assessment indicates that the D-3He

reactor with the electric output of 1 GWe will produce

radioactive waste of more than 10,000 tons due to

parasitic D-T reactions. The amount will be more than

the radwaste of the D-T reactor with the same electric

output. From the point of view of waste management, a

disadvantage of the D-3He reactor is that it requires

massive poloidal field coils to maintain the equilibrium

of plasma with several tens of MA. If we assume an

extremely advanced technology of disassembling the

superconducting coils into individual homogeneous

materials, the waste of the coils would qualify for

clearance waste, reducing the radioactive waste to as

low as 1,835 tons.
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